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Preface

Knowledge discovery in real-world databases requires a broad scope of techniques and
forms of knowledge. Both the knowledge and the applied methods should fit the discov-
ery tasks and should adapt to knowledge hidden in the data. The Discovery Challenge
will encourage a collaborative research effort, a broad and unified view of knowledge
and methods of discovery, and emphasis on business problems and solutions to those
problems.

The idea of Discovery Challenge came from Jan Żytkow, who suggested to orga-
nize such an event during PKDD’99 in Prague. The Discovery Challenge constitutes a
collection of data and problems as a common ground for better comparisons and dis-
cussions of the applicability of KDD methods on a real-world problems with respect to
both KDD and application viewpoints. The main goals of the Discovery Challenge are

– stimulate an open view of knowledge and discovery
– stimulate collaborative approach to KDD and research on unification of both dif-

ferent forms of knowledge and discovery
– integrate into KDD an emphasis on real-world problems and solutions to those

problems

This year’s Discovery Challenge was devoted to three problems: user behaviour
ptrediction from web traffic logs, HTTP traffic classification, and Sumerian literature
understanding. The Challenge was co-organized by Piotr Ejdys(Gemius SA), Hung Son
Nguyen (Warsaw University), Pascal Poncelet (EMA-LGI2P) and Jerzy Tyszkiewicz
(Warsaw University).

1. User’s behaviour prediction
This task is co-organized by Gemius, the leading Internet market research company
in Poland. The problem objective is to predict user behaviour by characterising
nature of user’s visit, i.e., the list categories of the visited Internet portal and the
number of page views in each category. The challenge is accomplished with use of
web traffic data from Polish web sites employing gemiusTraffic study, grouped by
appropriate categories.

2. HTML traffic prediction
The task is co-organized by the LIRMM (Laboratoire d’Informatique, de Robo-
tique et de Microélectronique de Montpellier, FRANCE) and the LGI2P (Ecole des
Mines d’Alčs, FRANCE) and is based on a dataset of real-world web traffic in
conjunction with Bee Ware, a leading provider of secure web enabled delivery so-
lutions. The aim of this contest is to classify HTTP traffic into multiple classes, dis-
tinguishing between different attack types but also between anomalous and normal
traffic. The procedure involves 3 tasks respectively handling classification, pattern
isolation and performance issues.

3. Sumerian Literature understanding
The challenge is related to a database of ca. 28’000 administrative documents from
the kingdom of the III Dynasty of Ur, which existed in the 21st century b.C. in



Mesopotamia, present day southern Iraq. The documents were originally written in
Sumerian on clay tablets, using cuneiform script.
The challenge is to discover useful information about water and spirit transport
system using available transliterated documents in the text format.

There were 122 participants registering to the Discovery Challenge website. How-
ever, only the first challenge was attacked by more than five participants. The final
classification for the first task is as follows:

The winner:
– “Auto-regressive and Score maximizing Approach” by Krzysztof Dembczyn-

ski and Wojciech Kotlowski from Poznan University of Technology, Poland
and Marcin Sydow from Polish-Japanese Institute of Information Technology,
Poland

Runners-up:
– “Bayesian Inference Approach” by Malik Tahir Hassan, Khurum Nazir Junejo

and Asim Karim from Lahore University, Pakistan
– “Frequent Item Approach” by Tung-Ying Lee from National Tsing Hua Uni-

versity, Taiwan

I would like to express my gradtitute to Dr Petr Berka, Dr Steffen Bickel and Dr
Bruno Cremilleux – the chairs of previous events of PKDD/ECML Discovery Chal-
lenge – for their help. I also indebted to Marcin Szczuka – the ECML/PKDD Local
Chair – for his assistance on setting up the Discovery Challenge website. Last but not
least I would like thank our sponsors for their great contributions for the success of
ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge.

Warsaw, August 2007 Hung Son Nguyen
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Users’ Behaviour Challenge 

Joanna Jaworska1, Hung Son Nguyen2 

 
1 Gemius SA, 

Mars Building, Staircase D, 2nd Floor 
Wołoska 7 Str., Warsaw 02-675, Poland 

2 Institute of Mathematics, Warsaw University 
Banacha 2, 02-097 Warsaw, Poland 

Abstract. This task is co-organized by Gemius SA, the leading Internet market 
research agency in Central and Eastern Europe. The problem objective is to 
predict user behaviour by characterising nature of user’s visit, i.e., the list 
categories of the visited Internet portal and the number of page views in each 
category. The challenge is accomplished with use of web trafic data from Polish 
web sites employing gemiusTraffic study, grouped by appropriate categories. 
This will be accomplished with use of web traffic data from Polish web sites 
employing gemiusTraffic study, grouped by appropriate categories. The above 
defined objective has been divided into three separate challenge problems: 
Problem 1 is related to the length of the visit. A visit – accordingly to the 
definition – is a sequence of page views by one user (cookie). As web pages are 
identified by their categories, during one visit user may view pages of one or 
more categories. The problem is to predict whether a given visit is short (1 
category) or long (two or more categories). Problem 2 is related to the most 
probable categories. Solution of Problem 2 is a list of the most probable 
categories in a given visit of a given user. Problem 3 is to predict the most 
probable categories and ranges of numbers of page views. Solution of Problem 
3 is a list of the most probable categories in a given visit of a given user with 
range of number of page views in each category. 

1. Introduction 

Gemius is the Internet market research company with a mission of providing 
information about, inter alia, Internet users’ behaviour and their social and 
demographic profile. Knowledge about the Internet market, accumulated as processed 
statistical data, is a basis for building interactive marketing strategies and pointing to 
the content most desired by users. It helps in adjusting an offer to needs of given 
target groups and achieving increased profits from various web-related business 
activities. 
 
Behavioural information in the gemiusTraffic study is acquired through use of scripts, 
placed in code of the monitored web page. The scripts report to the gemiusTraffic 
platform each Page View. Registered Page Views are the basis for calculating the 
further usage statistics like numbers of visits and visitors. Internet users are identified 
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by the cookies technology that enables merging Page Views into Visits while fully 
respecting users’ privacy. 
It is possible to define several other, more precise metrics from the basic indexes (e.g. 
sequence of Page Views assigned to one Visit can define Visit Path). Such metrics 
may deliver more accurate depiction of web traffic nature for a given site. 
Additionally gemiusTraffic research records technical data like versions of used web 
browsers and operating systems. 

2. Problem specification 

2.1. Useful definitions 

• Page – web page participating in the research (with embedded gemiusTraffic 
script); pages are distinguishable only by the category they belong to, 

• Page View – event of displaying the monitored web page, 
• Visit - an uninterrupted series of Page Views on a given web site executed by 

the same Visitor (cookie), counted as a closed whole. This represents an 
Internet user's total "stay" on the web site in question for any individual visit. 
It is assumed that one Page View cannot exceed 30 minutes (a longer Page 
View duration / gap will result in the series being counted as two separate 
Visits), 

• Visit Path - series of web pages visited during one Visit. This represents the 
click-stream that the user followed in navigating a web site. 

• Category – each page is qualified as a member of a relevant category that is a 
group of web sites of a similar leading theme., e.g. entertainment, 
technology, news, communication, education, e-commerce, business, etc. 
These categories have been assigned certain identifiers. 

2.2. General specification 

The problem objective is to predict user behaviour by characterising nature of user’s 
visit. The visit is defined by categories of visited web pages and number of page 
views in each category. 

This will be accomplished with use of web traffic data from Polish web sites 
employing gemiusTraffic study, grouped by appropriate categories. The above 
defined objective has been divided into three separate problems: 
 
Problem 1: Length of the visit 
 
A visit – accordingly to the definition – is a sequence of page views by one user 
(cookie). As web pages are identified by their categories, during one visit user may 
view pages of one or more categories. Therefore we define: 
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• short visit – is a visit with page views of only one category, 
• long visit – is a visit of with views of pages belonging to at least two 

categories 
 
Solution of Problem 1 is answer on a question whether a given visit is short or long. 
 
Problem 2: The most probable categories 
 
Solution of Problem 2 is a list of the most probable categories in a given visit of a 
given user. 
 
Problem 3: The most probable categories and ranges of numbers of page views 
 
Solution of Problem 3 is a list of the most probable categories in a given visit of a 
given user with range of number of page views in each category. 

3. Data format 

Data processed in this problem will consist of two main parts with information about 
1) users and 2) visit paths. 

Both parts will be presented as two separate text files. The exact format of the files 
is as follows: 
 

i) Users table:  
This table consists of the following fields: user_id, country_id, region_id, city_id, 
system_id, system_sub_id, browser_id, browser_ver_id;  
 
The meaning of fields follows from their names. An example record in Users 
table is as follows: 

 
user_id   country_id    region

_id    
city_id  system

_id    
system_sub
_id    

browser 
_id    

browser_ver 
_id 

… … … … … … … … 
10 42 11 44 3 9 1 517 

 
ii) Visit Paths table:  
This table consists of the following fields:  
path_id, user_id, timestamp, path{category_id, pageviews_number} ->{} -> … 

  
An example record of this table is as follows:  

 
path_id     user_id       timestamp  Path 

(category_id, pageviews_number), … 
    27    1 1169814548 7,1 16,2 17,9 16,1 
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During one visit there may be found Page Views of pages of different categories. In 
the above example there are four Categories and 13 Page Views in the visit, therefore 
it is an example of a long visit. Accordingly to the definition of the Visit Path the 
sequence of visited categories is important as well as the fact of repeated views of 
pages of the same category. The above sequence 7  16  17  16 and a new 
sequence 16  7  17 16 are significantly different because of changed order of 
visited categories. 
 
Explanation of fields in data files: 
user_id  web user identifier (based on user’s cookie), 
country_id, 
region_id, city_id  

these three numbers are based on geo-localisation data 
derived from user’s IP address, 

system_id, 
system_sub_id  

identifier of user’s operation system and version, 

browser_id, 
browser_ver_id  

identifier of user’s web browser and version, 

path_id  identifier of a given Visit Path, 
timestamp of the 
Visit commencement  

defines time of the start of the Visit, that is time of the first 
Page View in the Visit, 

category_id  identifier of category of the web page visited by the user, 
pageviews_number  number of Page Views during one Visit in one category (not 

interrupted by a Page View from a different category). 

4. Training data and test data 

The problem will be solved using data collected during one month of monitoring of 
Polish web sites. The file with Visit Paths table (see Section 3) is split into two 
separate files – one with practice data and second with test data. 

• Training data file contains data gathered during first three weeks of the 
month 

• Test data file contains data from one last week. Please note that information 
about Visit Paths has been removed from this file. 

5. Input and output data specification 

User’s behaviour predicting will mean presenting user’s future Visit Path. The Visit 
Path consist of categories (visited web pages are included in these categories) and 
number of Page Views per Visit. 
 
Input data will be user_id and timestamp of the first Page View. With this information 
one should determine Visit Path giving: category_id and pageviews_number 
accordingly to the following formula: 
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where: m stands for number of different Categories in one Visit.  
 
Entrant’s task is to present text files containing solutions of individual problems: 
 

Gemius1.txt – for problem 1, 
Gemius2.txt – for problem 2, 
Gemius3.txt – for problem 3, 

 
Results for each problem should be presented in the same sequence as in the test file. 
The general structure of the result file is: 

path_id  user_id  timestamp result 
where result form depends on the problem – details are specified below in 
descriptions of problems. 

6. Specification of problems 

Problem 1:  

Solution of this problem is determining length of the Visit – whether it is long or short 
visit. Accordingly to the definition: 

⎩
⎨
⎧

>⇔
=⇔

=
1
1

mlong
mshort

Length       (2) 

Therefore one needs to estimate a value of the parameter m and present the length 
accordingly. The correct solution is: 

actualpredicted LengthLength =      (3) 
Please output to file ‘Gemius1.txt’ as a result value “1” or “>1” as predicted lengths 
of visits for all individual users (cookies).  

Problem 2:  

Solution of this problem is a predicted vector of the most probable categories for a 
given user. 
Solution is three identifiers of the most probable categories for a given user that 
appear in the first three places of the visit path: 
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Please output to file ‘Gemius2.txt’ as a result 3 predicted category identifiers 
separated by tab (\t) character. 
Estimated vector will be compared with the actual vector of category identifiers, that 
is individual values of elements are compared: 
 

( ) ( )jidCategoryiidCategory actualpredicted __ =    (5) 
 
Two score vectors are created to analyse correctness of the prediction – one for the 
actual vector and one for the predicted category vector, accordingly to the following 
rule: 5 points for the first category, 4 points for second category, 3 for third, etc. (from 
fifth category on one point is given). Afterwards, minimums of corresponding 
elements of both vectors are determined. These numbers are summed up and give the 
final result score. It is illustrated in the following example: 
 

 
 

Winner of problem 2: ( )⎟
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Pvectorpredicted
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Problem 3: 

Solution to this problem are 3 the most probable categories for a given user and range 
of number of visits in each category. 
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Possible ranges and their assigned identifiers: 
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Please output to file ‘Gemius3.txt’ as a result  3 predicted pairs of numbers: category 
identifier and range identifier (as in (7)) separated by comma. Pairs need to be 
separated by tab (\t) character. 
Estimated vector is then compared with the actual vector defining visit path (1). The 
values of given categories are checked accordingly to equation (5), ranges of numbers 
of page views are checked: 
 

iiactual pageviewsofrangepageviewsofnumber ____ _ ∈   (8) 
Two score vectors are created to analyse correctness of the prediction – one for the 
actual vector and one for the predicted category and range vector, accordingly to the 
following rule: 5 points for the first category, 4 points for second category, 3 for third, 
etc. (from fifth category on one point is given). In case of the actual vector to each 
value is added 1 point for range of page views. In case of the predicted vector 1 point 
is added for giving a correct range or 0 points for wrong range of page views. 
Afterwards, minimums of corresponding elements of both vectors are determined. 
These numbers are summed up and give the final result score. It is illustrated in the 
following example: 
 

 

Winner of problem 3: ( )⎟
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Pvectorpredicted
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7. General remarks to problems:  

1. The predicting algorithm may be iterative, where results for each iteration 
are subsequent elements of the predicted vector (problems 2 and 3) that are 
compared and verified with the actual vector. Every iteration ends with 
presenting a next element of the vector an the final result is the full vector 
(accordingly to a problem it is a vector of an appropriate type). 

 
2. Goal of the above problems is to present a prognosis of behaviour of a given 

user, but it may be interesting to describe certain classes of users, defined by 
characteristics given in the user table in the appropriate text file (see 
paragraph 3). For instance a class may be defined as users that: 
• are from the same country, i.e. have the same country_id, 
• use the same browser, i.e. have the same browser_id and 

browser_ver_id, 
• use the same operating system, i.e. have the same system_id  and 

system_sub_id. 
Results for such a class would mean describing behavioural patterns for 
whole groups of users. 
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Effective Prediction of Web User Behaviour

with User-Level Models.

Krzysztof Dembczyński1, Wojciech Kotłowski1, Marcin Sydow2

1 Institute of Computing Science, Poznań University of Technology,
60-965 Poznań, Poland

2 Polish-Japanese Institute of Information Technology, 02-008 Warsaw, Poland

Abstract. The paper presents our solution to the ECML/PKDD 2007
Challenge Task that concerns prediction of Internet user behaviour by
characterising the nature of their Web page visits. Our solution has low
time and space complexity, scales well with large datasets and, at the
same time, produces high-quality results. Comparison of the performance
of our ultimate approach with a suit of other approaches that we exam-
ined exhibits its superiority and some hardness of the given problem.

1 Introduction

The contest objective [4] was to predict Web users’ behaviour by characterising
the nature of their visits. The visit is defined by categories of visited web pages
and the number of page views in each category. The contest was organised into
3 tasks: predicting the number of Web page categories (1 or greater than 1),
predicting the first 3 visited categories and predicting the number of pages seen
in each of the first 3 categories.
The data was provided by Gemius – a leading Internet market research com-

pany in Poland – and divided into: training set (379485 records) and testing
set (166299 records – twice less than in the training one). Each record con-
tains record number, user id, timestamp. Additionally, in the training set the
records contain the sequence of pairs, each of the form category, #pages. Each
record corresponds to a user session started at timestamp and reflects the cate-
gory and number of pages seen by that user in chronological order (from left to
right). Example: 248 46 1167680792 12,1 8,7 12,3.
In addition, a third, auxiliary dataset was provided which contains 4882,

user-related records consisting of the following attributes: user id, country,
region, city, system, sysVer, browser, browserVer.
Our exploratory analysis phase is described in section 2. Section 3 describes

our first attempts of building global models. During our work, we have observed
that models constructed separately for each user (user-models) give better results
than the global ones. The reason of this is a specific nature of data and the
formulation of the challenge problems. In order to obtain stable predictions, our
methods are strongly based on statistical decision [8, 1] and learning theory [3,
6], section 4 is devoted to this topic. Final approaches to the challenge problems
are presented in sections 4.1-4.3. The last section contains a short conclusion.
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2 Exploratory Data Analysis

Any serious data mining task concerning unknown real datasets should be pre-
ceded by an appropriate exploratory data analysis phase which is regarded as
being crucial to obtain high quality results in the subsequent phases [2]. All the
computations given in this section were performed using the R package [7].
The datasets concern 4882 different users and 20 different Web page cate-

gories. All the users were represented in the training as well as the testing dataset.
The number of records per user in each dataset is summarised in Figure 1.

Train dataset
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dataset Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max. 200+ records

train 7.00 54.00 72.00 77.73 94.00 497.00 7

test (doubled) 2.00 46.00 64.00 68.13 86.00 430.00 5

Fig. 1. Summary of the statistics for the number of records per user in the training and
testing (doubled) datasets. The typical number of records per user lies between 50 and
90 and does not vary very much but is not high enough (given the number of different
categories, and other attributes) to build detailed user-level probability model.

We discovered (fig. 2) a group of users (the highest id numbers) which were
“new” to the recording system at the end of the training dataset. Interestingly,
the id number growth in this group is both higher and almost constant what
makes it homogeneous (fig. 2, top-left). Since we believe that the user numbers
must be assigned in some natural (perhaps, chronological) order, this may mean
that this group of users is distinct. No such a group was found in the testing set.
Having inspected the data, we henceforth assume that the timestamp at-

tribute represents the number of seconds passed since the beginning of the era.
The timestamp range is the following. Training set: 31/12/2006 - 22/01/2007

(about 1 am), testing set: 22/01/2007 - 31/01/2007 (about 1 pm). The testing
set is a chronological continuation of the training set (with less than 1 minute
break in between). This chronological relationship was taken into account while
selecting our prediction models. It also encouraged to use time-series approach.
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Fig. 2. The users with the highest id numbers are “newcomers” in the training set.
The testing set does not contain users with analogous property.

We next transformed the timestamp attribute to the full date (i.e. year,
month, month-day, week-day, hour, minute, second) to explore the week and
24-hour periodicity in users’ behaviour, among others (fig. 3).

The difference of histograms (fig. 3, the middle column) of week-day-based
activity is due only to more Mondays and Tuesdays in the testing set and abnor-
mal activity on the Sunday, 31st December 2006, perhaps due to the New Years
Eve greetings traffic, etc. After normalisation, both histograms would be almost
flat. Thus, week-day is not a good discriminant at the global level. In contrast,
the hour attribute seems to bring valuable discriminative information even on
the global level (see fig. 3, left column and the top right histogram).

Table 1 summarises visit length (in the context of task 1). The following
analysis was made in the context of tasks 2 and 3 of the challenge.

For each session in the training set we recorded the category on the first 3
positions of the visit path. Subsequently, the above data was aggregated over

Table 1. Statistics concerning the visit length – i.e. the number of consecutive page
categories visited in each session. The distribution is extremely right-skewed. The num-
ber of recorded visited categories seems to be artificially cut at the value of 200 (it was
clearly visible on one of our histograms not included here)

1 category 2 categories 3 cat. 3+ cat. Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

72.9% 11.5% 6.3% 9.25% 1 1 1 2.17 2 200
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Fig. 3. Periodicity exploratory analysis. For the training set, the shorter bars represent
the sessions in which more than 1 category of pages was visited, the longer bars - the
other cases (task 1 of the challenge). One can observe (the histograms on the left, and
top-right) that hour brings more information that week-day (almost flat bottom-right
conditional histogram), on the global level.

separate users and, for each user, three 20-dimensional distribution vectors over
categories were computed - for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd category on the visit path
(e.g. if a particular user visited only category 12 and 8 on the first position of
their session with equal frequency, the corresponding 1st-category distribution
vector has entries of 0.5 on positions 8 and 12 and values of 0 elsewhere).

Subsequently, those probability distribution vectors served as the basis for
computing entropy (left column on fig. 4), number of non-zero entries (the middle
column) and the probability of the most likely category on the position 1, 2 or
3, for a given user (the right column on the figure).

All those measurements served to convince us that simple, user-level model
for tasks 2 and 3 is a reasonable solution. Namely, the graphs on Figure 4 clearly
show, that for most of users the categories on their 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions
are quite easily predictable. In particular, low entropy, low number of categories
encountered on the positions under examination and generally very high prob-
ability of the most likely category on a given position strongly influenced our
decision of choosing very fast, yet simple prediction method for these tasks. One
can easily observe from the fig. 4 that especially categories on the 1st and 3rd
positions seem to be easily predictable. The phenomenon of the 2nd category
being much harder to predict can be explained as follows. In 74.5% of sessions
of over 2 categories the third category is the same as the 1st category.
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Fig. 4. Analysis focused on assessing feasibility of user-level simple modelling for the
Task 2 and 3. Row number corresponds to the position on visit path. Left column: en-
tropy of 20-dimensional probability distribution over categories – notice its relatively
low values (maximum entropy for 20-dimensional distribution is 4.32193). Middle col-
umn: number of different categories on a given position (notice that it is close to 1).
Right column: data-estimated probability of the most likely category on a given posi-
tion (most of the mass is definitely above the value of 0.5, except 2nd category)

3 First Attempts on Global Models

The property which is apparent in the collected dataset is its granularity. The
finer granule concerns a single visit (visit’s granule), while the coarser granule
corresponds to a single user (user’s granule). On the one hand, using visit’s
granules permits the classifier to evaluate each visit separately, possibly giving
different responses in each case, e.g. depending on the position of visit in chrono-
logical order, timestamp, etc. On the other hand, for user’s granules we are able
to do the averaging over all the visits for a given user, thus reducing the variance
and giving more reliable responses.

Simple Global Model. Our first attempt was related to visit’s granules. We con-
sidered the global model, in which we divided the original training set into 2
parts: training 89% and testing 11%. The division reflects the chronological re-
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lationship between the original training and testing sets. The first 89% of the
recorded sessions for each user constituted the training subset, and the last 11%
the testing subset. To train the classifiers, we used features such as user data
(country, region, city, system, etc.), week day, hour, part of the day, time
from the last visit, number of visits during the day, number of visits in last 60,
120, etc. minutes, type of a last visit (whether it was a short or long visit), type
of a second last visit, etc. However, obtained results were not satisfactory. The
best result for task 1, which we have obtained using j48 (C4.5 implementation
in Weka [9]), was 75.7% correctly classified visits.

Enhanced Global Model. Due to the poor quality of the results of the simple
global model, we decided to estimate some additional values describing the be-
haviour of the users. In order to achieve it, we prepared an estimation set isolated
from the training set. To reflect the chronological relationship present in data,
the first 70% of the recorded sessions for each user constituted the estimation
subset, the next 19% – the training subset, and the last 11% – the testing subset.
The features calculated on the estimation set were:

– category-based (210 attributes in total): average number of pages seen in
a session, average number of groups seen each session, number of different
categories seen each session, majority category at position 1 through 3 on the
path, average number of pages on each position (1st through 3rd), average
number of pages seen in each category, average number of groups of each
category, distribution of categories encountered on the 1st-3rd position of
the path for each category, average number of pages seen in the 1st-3rd
position for each category.
– visit length-based, obtained by considering only two types of visits (short or
long) and estimating the probability of long visit for each day of week, for
each hour of working day and hour of weekend day. Probability estimates
were smoothed using the kernel estimation method (Gaussian kernel).

Notice that all those features represent some average characteristics of each
user so that they are related to user’s granularity level. In addition, user data
(country, region, etc. - 7 attributes in total) were also included in the dataset.
We experimented with taking subsets of the above attributes. We also tried

to take logarithms of some of the above attributes (those which were extremely
right-skewed). In this setting, for the task 1, the best results have been obtained
with j48 algorithm. The result was 76.7% correctly classified visits.

User Models. In the previous approach, the information about users was in-
corporated to the model by isolating the estimation set (including most of the
observations) and calculating some coefficients for each user by averaging over
their visits. In this approach, we decided to use directly user id number (attribute
user id), without extracting any additional information about the users. This
approach has been verified to be the most successful, therefore will be described
in the next three sections (sections 4.1-4.3), separately for each task. Here we
present common features of all the models.
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Incorporating user id number as a condition attribute leads to the follow-
ing problem: user id has nominal scale without any order between values, so
that each of its values must be treated separately. It is possible to include such
attribute in a general model, but for most of the classifiers, it will be binarised,
i.e. changed into 4882 (number of users) binary attributes. Taking into account
the size of the dataset, this is not a practical solution. Much more practical pro-
cedure, which can simulate conditioning on user id attribute, corresponds to
building a separate model for each user. Such a procedure has been used in all
of the models described later.
In each of the models user id number is used as one of the predictors (con-

dition attributes). However, in none of the models any other attributes of the
user (country, region, etc.) are included. This is due to the fact, that those
attributes functionally depend on user id number, or in other words, user id
number determines values on those attributes. Thus, they do not introduce any
additional information, or in other words, they do not lead to finer granulation.

4 Final Solutions on User Models

All of the solutions described in this section are based on the statistical deci-
sion [8, 1] and learning theory [3, 6]. First, we briefly remind the basic concepts.
In the prediction problem, the aim is to predict the unknown value of an

attribute y (called decision attribute, output or dependent variable) of an ob-
ject using known joint values of other attributes (called condition attributes,
predictors, or independent variables) x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). The task is to find a
function f(x) that predicts value y as well as possible. To assess the goodness
of prediction, the loss function L(y, f(x)) is introduced for penalising the pre-
diction error. Since x and y are random variables, the overall measure of the
classifier f(x) is the expected loss or risk, which is defined as a functional:

R(f) = E[L(y, f(x))] =

∫

L(y, f(x))dP (y,x) (1)

for some probability measure P (y,x). The optimal (risk-minimising) decision
function is:

f∗ = arg min
f

R(f). (2)

Since P (y,x) is unknown in almost all the cases, one usually minimises the
empirical risk, which is the value of risk taken from the set of training examples
{yi,xi}

N
1
:

Re(f) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

L(yi, f(xi)). (3)

Function f is usually chosen from some restricted family of functions.
When solving the contest tasks, the problem was to find the best approxi-

mation of the optimal decision function.
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4.1 Solution to the Task 1

The task is to predict whether a visit has page views of only one category (short
visit), or more categories (long visit). We deal here with two classes, thus it is
a simple binary classification problem for which the most common loss function
is so called 0-1 loss :

L0−1(y, f(x)) =

{

0 if y = f(x),
1 if y 6= f(x).

(4)

Coding short visit by -1 and long visit by 1, the optimal decision function for a
given x is:

f∗(x) = sgn (Pr(y = 1|x)− 0.5) . (5)

Of course, we have no information about the probabilities Pr(y = 1|x), so
they must be estimated from training examples (alternatively, one can estimate
whether the probability is higher or smaller than 0.5).

Shrinkage. Let p̂(x) be an estimator of the probability Pr(y = 1|x) (denoted as
p(x) from this moment on), which is calculated on the dataset. Our objective is
to find the decision function defined as:

f̂∗(x) = sgn (p̂(x)− θ) (6)

where, comparing with (5), we used the estimator p̂(x) instead of real unknown
probability p(x) and threshold θ instead of 0.5. The motivation for the latter is
based on Bayesian inference. Suppose that we impose some prior distribution τ

on parameter p(x). It is easily seen from the data that Eτp, the expected value
of p according to the prior distribution τ , is much less then 0.5, since in 73%
of the cases the visit is short. It is a well known fact from Bayesian decision
theory that the estimated parameters are shrunk towards the center of prior
distribution. We impose such shrinkage by introducing regularised estimate of
the probability defined as: p̃(x) = αp̂(x) + (1− α)Eτp, where α is chosen to be
independent of x for simplicity. But the condition p̃(x) ≥ 0.5 ⇔ p̂(x) ≥ θ where
θ = 1

α
0.5 + α−1

α
Eτp, and θ > 0.5 as long as Eτp < 0.5. θ was chosen empirically

to maximise the performance on the testing set.
The crucial thing in estimating p(x) is the chosen vector of predictors (con-

dition attributes) x. Depending on the choice, three different models are consid-
ered, described below.

Model I: Simple Classification. The only predictor is user id number, so that
x ≡ j, where j is the number of user. For each user j, the fraction of the long
visits was taken to be a probability estimator p̂(j). This estimator is constant in
all observations for a given user. Therefore, it is characterised by a very small
variance, but also a significant bias. The time complexity of the algorithm is
linear with the number of visits. The memory complexity is linear with the
number of users (not including the memory occupied by the dataset).
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Model II: Trend prediction. Data for each user was regarded as a short time series
with values 0 (short visit) or 1 (long visit). The abscissa values (predictors) were
timestamps of the observations (normalised, in order to avoid some numerical
difficulties due to large numbers). For each user, a polynomial trend was fitted
to the time series and was used as a probability estimator. The fitting procedure
was regularised least squares (ridge regression). The amount of regularisation was
chosen empirically, to maximise the performance of the procedure on the testing
set. It appears that models with very strong regularisation (more smoothing)
are preferred due to their small variance.
For a given user, the time complexity of the method is dominated by the least

squares fitting which is done by Cholesky decomposition and has complexity

O(m3 + nm2

2
), where n is the number of visits for a given user and m is the

degree of the fitted polynomial. Since m is fixed, time complexity is linear in the
number of visits as well as the memory complexity.

Model III: Autoregression. The autoregressive model was the most sophisticated
one that we used. For each user a separate linear model is fitted to the user’s
time series, based on the following attributes: normalised timestamp, time from
the last visit, length of the last visit, average length of the last 2, 4 and 8 visits.
Since the predicted value (length of the current visit) depends on the values in
previous moments, such algorithm resembles autoregressive models used in time
series analysis [5], but with regularised least squares fitting procedure.
The classification procedure is more complicated here – all the objects must

be classified chronologically, since the current value depends on the previous
values. This causes the model to be less reliable with predicting the latest obser-
vations. That is why strongly regularised models (more smoothing, less variance)
were preferred.
The complexity of the method, both in time and memory, is the same as for

model II (linear in the number of visits), since least squares are also used as
fitting procedure. However, training the autoregressive model takes more time
due to the greater number of condition attributes.

Results and conclusions. For all our models, we present the 3 following estimates:

1. training score – value of the score on the training set. This estimate is thus
over-optimistic, since the score is measured on the data which were used for
fitting the classifier,

2. validation score – the training set was divided into 89% proper training set
and 11% validation set. The classifier was learned on the proper training set
and the score was calculated on the validation one. This estimate was used
to choose the best classifier for the contest,

3. solution score – value of the score on the testing set. We were able to calculate
this estimate using the proper solution sent by organisers after finishing the
contest. The classifier was learnt on the whole training set.

The threshold θ was chosen to be equal to 0.55. This value was obtained
by repeatedly fitting the classifier for values between 0.5 and 0.6 and choosing
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Table 2. Values of the score (accuracy of classifier) for task 1.

Classifier Score time [sec.]
training validation solution

Majority vote 0.7292 0.7285 0.7331 0.021
Simple classification 0.7733 0.7661 0.7669 0.060
Trend prediction 0.7729 0.7696 0.7690 1.793
Autoregression 0.7781 0.7717 0.7687 7.842

the best results (validation score). The value of the score is (in case of task 1)
the accuracy of the classifier, i.e. the fraction of correctly classified observations.
The results are presented in Table 2. A “majority vote” classifier is also included
which always assigns values from the larger class (short visit in this case –
results of this classifier coincide of course with values presented in Table 1). We
also present computational time for each classifier (calculated on the notebook
with 512MB RAM and 2.13GHz Athlon processor), which includes training and
classification of the testing set, but which does not include reading both files
(training and testing) from disk into memory (it took additional 6.409 seconds).

Notice that although regression results were sent for the contest (the highest
validation score), the best results on the testing set were achieved by the trend
prediction approach (the highest solution score). All the models were relatively
fast, especially majority vote and simple classification. Also all the models, apart
from majority vote, have very similar results (almost no change in the score
value). This suggests that any other condition attributes based on timestamp or
previous visit length are hardly informative. This would also suggest choosing
the simplest (parsimonious) model which is simple classification.

In comparison to the global models presented in section 3, the simple classi-
fication is only slightly worse than the best result obtained by enhanced global
model, while trend prediction and autoregression seem to be better. The user
models are simpler (less attributes taken into account), more stable, easier in
parametrisation, and for these reasons, much more faster.

4.2 Solution to the Task 2

The second task concerns predicting a list of the 3 most probable categories (i.e.
the 3 first page categories on the visit path) during a given visit of a given user.
A specific score function was defined by the organisers in order to quantitatively
measure the goodness of prediction. Assume that y = (y1, . . . , ym) is a sequence
ofm visited categories. Moreover let f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), f3(x)) be the sequence
of the 3 most probable categories predicted by the classifier based on some
predictor vector x. In case of y as well as f(x), according to the challenge rules,
we assume that when a category appears more than once in the sequence, each
time it is regarded as new, different category. The loss function is defined as
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Table 3. Values of the score for task 2 and 3

Task Score time [sec.]
training validation solution

2 5.6830 5.6021 5.5606 30.124
3 6.5041 6.3747 6.3147 30.545

negative score and can be written in the following way:

L(y, f(x)) = −

m
∑

j=1

3
∑

k=1

s(j, k)I(yj = fk(x)) (7)

where
s(j, k) = max{1, min{6− j, 6− k}} (8)

is the single score value and I(x) is the indicator function equal to 1 if x is true,
0 otherwise. The risk of the classifier has the following form:

R(f) =

∫

∑

y

L(y, f(x))P (y|x)dP (x) (9)

In order to find the optimal decision for a fixed predictor x, we must minimise
the risk point-wise, i.e. minimise

∑

y L(y, f(x))P (y|x). Since the probabilities
P (y|x) are unknown, we use empirical risk minimisation (3), so that we minimise
the loss function (7) on the dataset. However, one can show, that estimating the
probabilities P (y|x) by frequencies would lead exactly to the same result.
Thus, the optimal decision function is obtained simply by choosing for each x

value f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), f3(x)), which minimises the empirical risk. However,
one does not need to go through the whole dataset for each combination of values
of f(x). It is enough to calculate three aggregated coefficients for each category
for a given x and then choosing f(x) is independent of the number of visits.
There is still x to be chosen to make the model complete. Motivated by

our exploratory analysis (see section 2) and the results for task 1, we decided
to use parsimonious model taking into account only one predictor - user id
number. Thus, the classifier is constant on every visit of the same user, so that
it corresponds to user’s granulation described in section 3. Such model has the
advantage of being stable and having small variance. The results obtained using
the model are presented in Table 3. They indicate that the model, despite its
simplicity, has fairly good accuracy.
The time complexity of the method is linear with the number of visits. The

memory complexity is (not including the dataset itself) linear with the number
of users.

4.3 Solution to the Task 3

The third task was an extension of the second task. Apart from giving a list
of the most probable categories in a visit, it concerns giving a range of number
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of page views in each category. Assume that y = ((y1, t1), . . . , (ym, tm)) is the
sequence of m visited pairs (category, #pages range) and

f(x) = ((f c
1
(x), f t

1
(x)), (f c

2
(x), f t

2
(x)), (f c

3
(x), f t

3
(x)))

is the sequence of 3 most probable pairs (category, #pages range) predicted
by the classifier based on some predictor vector x. Then, the loss function is:

L(y, f(x)) = −

m
∑

j=1

3
∑

k=1

s(j, k)I(yj = f c
k(x)) + I(tj = f t

k(x)) (10)

Similarly as in the case of task 2, we minimised the empirical risk (3) to
obtain the decision function. Again, only one predictor x was chosen – user id
number. The results are shown in Table 3. The time and memory complexity of
the method is the same as for the task 2.

5 Conclusion

After an intensive exploratory data analysis phase we examined a few approaches
to the contest tasks and chose the solution that is simple, but effective and
theoretically well-founded. We found this choice optimal in the context of the
limited time. All of our algorithms scale well with large data and have linear
time complexity, which is the smallest possible complexity for such problems,
since reading the dataset is already linear in its size. The memory complexity
never exceeds linear rate and grows linearly with the number of users, not visits.
We believe that there is still some improvement of the result possible and

plan to explore it in a subsequent work. We plan to further experiment with our
attributes and clustering users in order to obtain larger granules which in turn
make it possible to compute estimates for models with richer structure.
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Abstract. The accurate prediction of user behavior on the Web has immense 
commercial value as the Web evolves into a primary medium for marketing and 
sales for many businesses. This broad and complex problem can be broken 
down into three more understandable problems: predicting (1) short and long 
visit sessions, (2) first three most probable categories of pages visited in a 
session, and (3) number of page views per category in a visit session. We 
present Bayesian solutions to these problems. The focus in our solutions is 
accuracy and computational efficiency rather than modeling the complex Web 
surfer behavior. We evaluate our solutions on four weeks of surfer data made 
available by the ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge. Probabilities are 
estimated from the first three weeks of data and the resulting Bayesian models 
tested on last week’s data. The results confirm the high accuracy and good 
efficiency of our solutions.  

1 Introduction 

Web users definitely exhibit patterns of surfing behavior. Discovering such patterns 
have immense commercial value as the Web evolves into a primary medium for 
marketing and sales for many businesses. Web-based businesses seek useful users’ 
patterns to help identify promising events, potential risks, and make strategic 
decisions. Web surfer behavior modeling and prediction has been a popular research 
topic. Over the years numerous approaches have been proposed for solving various 
aspects of the problem with varying degrees of success. In general, the problem 
involves the prediction of a user’s sequence of page views based on previous history 
of the user. Oftentimes, to simplify the problem somewhat, Web pages are abstracted 
and grouped into categories and the problem is reduced to the prediction of a user’s 
sequence of categories visited. Nonetheless, this is a complex machine learning 
problem that requires careful consideration from the technical and practical points of 
view.  

Among the various approaches used for the modeling and prediction of Web surfer 
behavior, probabilistic approaches have been very common [1-5]. Borges and Levene 
[1] propose the use of N-gram probabilistic models which assume that the probability 
of a page visit depends only on the last N pages browsed. Similarly, Manavoglu et al. 
[2] present probabilistic user behavior models by applying maximum entropy and 
Markov mixture models.  For prediction for known users, they propose a Markov 
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model. Another probabilistic solution is presented by Deshpande and Karypis [3]. 
They try to reduce the state complexity resulting from all kth-order Markov models 
by pruning many of the non-affecting states. Eirinaki et al. [4] present a hybrid 
probabilistic predictive model by extending the properties of Markov models with 
link-based methods such as PageRank. Such an approach is applicable only when 
structural link information of the pages is known. Lu et al. [5] group or cluster 
clickstream data using a pair-wise alignment algorithm. Then, a first-order Markov 
model is built for each cluster of sessions.  

The majority of the approaches try to tackle the general Web surfer behavior 
modeling problem rather than specific prediction problems. This often makes the 
solutions complex and difficult to interpret. The Web surfer behavior prediction 
problem can be broken down into three sub-problems: (1) predicting short and long 
visit sessions by users, (2) predicting first three most probable categories of pages 
visited by users, and (3) predicting range of page views per category made by users. 
These sub-problems capture key Web surfer behaviors of practical value. Moreover, 
they represent simpler problems in comparison to the general Web surfer behavior 
prediction problem.  

In this paper, we present Bayesian solutions to these problems. In particular, we 
develop Bayes classifiers for each sub-problem, invoking the naïve Bayes assumption 
of conditional independence of the input given the class. We model the sequence of 
page categories visited as a Markov chain. The naïve Bayes assumption and the first-
order Markov property are made to improve space and time efficiency of the 
solutions. The performance of our solutions is evaluated on four weeks of data made 
available by the ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge [6]. The results show high 
prediction performance identical to those produced by a support vector machine (for 
problem 1).  Moreover, our solutions are time and space efficient.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We formally describe the Web surfer 
prediction problems in Section 2. Our solutions to the problems are described in 
Section 3. Experimental evaluation of the solutions, including their complexity 
analysis, is presented in Section 4.  We conclude in Section 5.  

2 Problem Description and Notation  

Let variable X = {U, T} identify a visit session, where variables U and T denote the 
user ID and the starting timestamp of the visit session, respectively. A visit session or 
path is described by a sequence of page categories visited during that session. 
Variable Ci identifies the category visited in position i of the sequence, and a visit 
session has one or more positions in the sequence. A particular visit session can have 
the same page category visited at different positions; however, two consecutive page 
categories must be different. Individual Web pages are abstracted and grouped into a 
finite number of page categories. The range of the number of page views made for a 
given page category is captured by the variable Ri, where i denote the ith position in 
the sequence. All variables have discrete and finite sets of possible values. The 
variable T is discretized into time slots. The historical training data available to the 
learning system contains unique visit sessions represented by instantiations of the 
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variables X, Ci’s, and Ri’s. The test data contain different instantiations of the variable 
X only.  

The Web surfer behavior prediction problem is divided into three sub-problems. 
Problem 1 is to learn to predict whether a visit session X is short or long. A visit 
session is said to be short if it contains one sequence position only; otherwise, it is 
said to be long. Problem 2 is to learn to predict the first three page categories for a 
given visit session X. Problem 3 is to learn to predict the range of page views for each 
page category in positions 1, 2, and 3 for a visit session X. All three problems are 
classification problems. The objective in each is to predict the output as accurately as 
possible.  

3 Our Solution  

We present Bayesian solutions to the three problems described in the previous 
section. The Bayesian approach has been adopted for the following reasons: (1) it is 
simple and intuitive, providing insight into the problem and its solution, (2) it is 
adaptable to concept drift, and (3) it is computationally efficient and acceptably 
accurate. In particular, we use a Bayesian classifier for each of the three problems, as 
described in the following sub-sections.  

3.1 Problem 1 

This is a two-class classification problem. We present a naïve Bayes classifier for its 
solution. Given a visit session X, the most probable class { , }z Z long shart= ∈ is 
given by  

 
{ , }
arg max ( ) ( | )

z long short
z P Z z P X Z z

∈
= = =  (1) 

where P(.) denotes the probability of the enclosed event. If we assume that the user ID 
U and the timestamp T are conditionally independent of each other given class Z, we 
get the naïve Bayes classification: 

 
{ , }
arg max ( ) ( | ) ( | )

z long short
z P Z z P U Z z P T Z z

∈
= = = =  (2) 

This represents the most probable class under the naïve Bayes assumption. If we do 
not consider the timestamp T of a visit session, the last probability in Equation (2) 
drops out further simplifying the solution.  

3.2 Problem 2 

This problem involves the prediction of the first three page categories of a visit 
session. To solve this problem, we model the sequence of page categories visited as a 
Markov chain. The chain start state (the first page category) is determined by a Bayes 
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classifier. Subsequent states are determined by combining the posterior probability 
estimates given by the Markov chain with that of the Bayes classifier for that 
particular position. The reason for selecting the first-order Markov model over the 
kth-order model is two fold: (1) The problem involves the prediction of only the first 
three states for which a first-order Markov model is sufficient. and (2) The first-order 
Markov model is computationally efficient. Moreover, we believe that a kth-order 
model is more realistic for modeling page view transitions rather than page category 
transitions.  

According to the Bayes rule, the posterior probability of page category Ci visited in 
position i (i = 1, 2, or 3) of a visit session X is given by  

 ( | ) ( ) ( | ) / ( )B
i i iP C X P C P X C P X=  (3) 

The most probable page category visited at the start of the sequence (c1 = C1) is then 
given by  

 1 1 1 1 1
1

arg max ( ) ( | )
c

c P C c P X C c= = =  (4) 

This fixes the start state of the Markov chain. The subsequent states can be found by 
combining the predictions of the Bayes classifier (Equation 3) and the Markov model. 
According to the Markovian property, for a given visit session X the posterior 
probability of page category Ci visited in position i (i = 2, 3) depends only on Ci-1 and 
can be expressed as  

 1 1 1 1( | , ) ( | ) ( | , ) / ( , )M
i i i i i i iP C C X P C C P X C C P C X− − − −=  (5) 

The page category visited at position i (i = 2, 3) is then given by 

 1arg max ( | ) ( | , )
i

B M
i i i i i i

c
c P C c X P C c C X−= = =  (6) 

Notice that in evaluating Equation (6), we do not need to estimate the unconditional 
probabilities in the denominator of Equations (3) and (5).  

If a visit session X is described by user ID U and timestamp T, the naïve Bayes 
assumption can be invoked to simplify the expressions above, as shown for problem 
1.  

3.3 Problem 3 

This problem involves the prediction of the range of the number of page views for the 
first three page categories visited in a visit session. The page categories ci (i = 1, 2, 3) 
visited have been determined in problem 2. We use a Bayes classifier to predict the 
range ri = Ri of page views made at position i (i = 1, 2, 3) in visit session X as  

 arg max ( | ) ( | , )
i

i i i i i i i i i
r

r P R r C c P X R r C c= = = = =  (7) 

The page category ci is the one predicted in problem 2.  
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3.4 Estimating the Probabilities  

The various probabilities used in our solution are estimated from the historical 
training data by maximum likelihood estimation. Since all variables are observed in 
the training data, maximum likelihood estimates are equivalent to the frequencies in 
the data. Specifically, the probability estimate of P(X = x|Y = y) is given by  

 no. of examples with ,( | )
no. of examples with 

X x Y yP X x Y y
Y y
= =

= = ≈
=

 (8) 

For an unconditional probability, the denominator will be the total number of 
examples in the training data. To estimate the transition probabilities in Equation (5), 
we count an example if it contains the given transition at any position of the sequence.  

4 Evaluation  

We carry out a number of experiments to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness 
of our solution to the Web surfer behavior prediction problem.  The evaluations are 
performed on a desktop PC with an Intel 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 processor and 512 MB 
of memory.  

4.1 Data and its Characteristics  

We use the data provided by the 2007 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge [6]. The 
data were collected by Gemius SA, an Internet market research agency in Central and 
Eastern Europe, over a period of 4 weeks through use of scripts placed in code of the 
monitored Web pages. Web users were identified using cookies technology. The first 
3 weeks of data are used for training while the last week of data are reserved for 
testing.  

The data records individual visit sessions described by the fields: path_id, user_id, 
timestamp, {category_id, pageviews_number},…. An example visit session is shown 
below: 

 
path_id user_id timestamp path 

(category_id, pageviews_number) …, … … 
27 1 1169814548 7,1 16,2 17,9 16,1 … 

 
The timestamp field records the time at which a visit session starts and the category 
ID field identifies a group of Web pages with similar theme such as entertainment, 
technology, or news. There are 20 page categories in the data. The entire data contain 
545,784 visit sessions from which 379,485 visit sessions are used for training and the 
remaining 166,299 visit sessions are used for testing. There are 4,882 distinct users in 
the data.  

An analysis of the training and test data reveals non-uniform data distribution. The 
minimum and maximum number of visits by a user in the training data is 7 and 497, 
respectively, with an average of 77.7 visits per user. The minimum and maximum 
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number of visits by a user in the test data is 1 and 215, respectively. Similarly, the 
distribution of page categories is uneven. Some categories are being visited more 
frequently than others. This is evident from Figures 1 and 2 which show the 
probability of the categories in the training and test data, respectively. About 73% of 
the visit sessions in the training and data data are short, i.e., a visit where only one 
category is surfed. These statistics confirm that the data distributions of the test and 
training sets are similar.  

Fig. 1.  Probability of categories in training data  

Fig. 2.  Probability of categories in test data  
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4.2 Evaluation Criteria 

Problem 1 is a two-class classification problem. The classification score, defined as 
the number of correct classifications, is used to evaluate this problem. Problem 2 is 
evaluated by computing a score. This score is the sum of scores of each prediction, 
where each prediction score is defined as follows: The prediction score is the sum of 
weights assigned to the 3 predicted categories. If the first, second, and third categories 
are predicted correctly, then assign weights 5, 4, and 3, respectively, to these 
positions. If a prediction is incorrect, then it is assigned a weight of 4 if that category 
occurs in the second position, 3 if it occurs in the third position, 2 if it occurs in the 
fourth position, 1 if it occurs in position five and beyond, and zero if it does not occur.  
The weight assigned cannot be greater than the maximum possible for that position 
(e.g. the weight assigned to position 2 cannot be greater than 4). Problem 3 is also 
evaluated by computing a score. This score computation is identical to that for 
problem 2 except that the weights are incremented by one if the predicted range is 
correct; otherwise they are not incremented. For all problems, higher scores signify 
better performance. The maximum possible score for each problem is also presented 
in our results 

We present time and space complexity results in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.  

4.3 Results  

We present results for problems 1, 2 and 3 under two settings. In the first setting, we 
consider only the user ID as input while in the second setting we consider both the 
user ID and timestamp as input. We discretize the timestamp field into four values: 
weekday-day, weekday-night, weekend-day, and weekend-night. Daytime starts from 
8AM and ends at 6PM. We tried several discretizations for timestamp but present 
results for the above defined discretization only. Problem 1 is also solved using a 
support vector machine (SVM) through SVMLight [7]. The default parameters’ settings 
of SVMLight are used for this result.  

The results for problems 1, 2, and 3 without and with timestamps are given in 
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The accuracy of our solution without considering 
timestamps for problem 1 is 76.64%. The SVM also produces an accuracy of 76.64% 
for the same setting. Our achievement here is in terms of computational efficiency. 
For our hardware setup, our solution takes less than 1 minute to learn from the 
training data and classify the test data. In contrast, the SVM takes several hours to 
learn. When both user ID and timestamp are considered, the prediction performance 
of our solution drops slightly to 76.60% while that of SVM increases slightly to 
76.68%. Including the timestamp field, however, decreases the time and space 
efficiency of the solutions.  

A similar pattern of results is seen for the two settings of problems 2 and 3. For 
problem 2, the percentage score drops slightly from 83.2% to 83.17% when 
timestamp is considered together with user ID. On our hardware setup, it takes about 
6 minutes without timestamps and about 15 minutes with timestamps to solve this 
problem (learning plus testing). For problem 3, the percentage score drops slightly 
from 72.53% to 72.42% when both timestamp and user ID are considered. Similarly, 
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the running time increases from about 1 minute to about 1.5 minutes when both 
timestamp and user ID are considered.  

The interesting result is that considering timestamp decreases prediction 
performance (very) slightly (this drop may not be statistically significant). This is 
probably due to the greater chance of a probability estimate in our solution turning out 
to be zero adversely affecting the prediction. The SVM for problem 1 did show a 
slight increase in prediction performance. However, our solution is orders of 
magnitude more efficient than SVM.  

4.4 Complexity Analysis 

In this section, we discuss the computational complexity of our solution and 
demonstrate its efficiency.  

The time complexity of our solution for all three problems is O(N) where N is the 
total number of visit sessions in the data. The model is learned in O(N) time and 
constant time is required to classify every test example as all the probabilities have 
been pre-computed.  

The space complexity of our solution is defined by the number of probability 
estimates required. For problem 1, we require 2 + (4882 × 2) estimates when 
timestamp is not considered and 2 + (4882 × 2) + (4 × 2) when timestamp is 
considered. In these expressions, 2 is the number of classes, 4882 is the number of 
distinct users, and 4 is the number of distinct timestamps. For problem 2 when 
timestamp is not considered, the number of probability estimates required is (20 × 3) 
+ (4882 × 20 × 3) + (20 × 20) + (4882 × 20 × 20). The first two terms correspond to 
the probabilities in Equation (3) and the last two terms correspond to the probabilities 
in Equation (5). When timestamp is considered an additional (4 × 20 × 3) + (4 × 20 × 
20) estimates are required. In these expressions, 20 is the number of categories and 3 
is the number of positions. 

Table 1. Prediction performance results for our solution without considering timestamp 

 
 Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 
Score 127457 903145 958643 
Max. possible score 166299 1085494 1321706 
Percentage score 76.64% 83.20% 72.53% 

 

Table 2. Prediction performance results for our solution when considering timestamp 

 
 Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 
Score 127383 902849 957235 
Max. possible score 166299 1085494 1321706 
Percentage score 76.6% 83.17% 72.42% 
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For problem 3 without timestamp, the number of probability estimates required is 
(3 × 20) + (4882 × 3 × 20), where 3 is the number of page view ranges. When 
timestamp is considered, an additional (4 × 3 × 20) estimates are required.  

From the above results we see that space complexity is O(N). As discussed earlier, 
the data is sparse and many probability estimates are zero. Hence smart selection of 
data structures can reduce the space requirements further. In our implementations, we 
use hash maps instead of matrices to store the non-zero probability values only. 

5 Conclusion  

In this paper, we present our solution to the 2007 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 
on Web surfer behavior prediction. We adopt Bayesian approaches for all three 
problems of the challenge. For problems 1 and 3, which are standard classification 
problems, we use Bayes classifiers for their solution. For problem 2, which requires 
predicting the sequence of page categories visited, we combine Bayesian 
classification with Markov chain prediction. The solutions are evaluated on four 
weeks of data collected from Polish websites. The results show that our solutions are 
accurate and efficient. In particular, our solution to problem 1 has the same prediction 
accuracy as SVM but is orders of magnitude faster. We also find that incorporating 
the start time of visit sessions does not have any practical impact on prediction 
accuracy.  

The problem of Web surfer behavior prediction is of immense commercial value. 
We believe that a direct solution to the problem is more practical than those involving 
complex Web surfer behavior modeling. As part of future work, we will explore other 
probability estimating approaches suitable for limited data and ways of boosting 
prediction performance.  
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Abstract. Frequent items, frequent itemsets, frequent sequences, and graphical 
models have been used in predicting user’s behavior. However, we found that 
frequent items are robust, time-efficient, and meaningful in the view of 
statistics. Our method is based on frequent items. The experiments are 
performed on a real dataset which is provided in ECML/PKDD Discovery 
Challenge. For most situations, we found that predicting from frequent items 
can obtain more convincing results than predicting from multiple Markov 
chains. 

Keywords: Frequent Items, Markov Chains 

1   Introduction 

Due to the development of electronic commerce and Web services, web usage has a 
rapid increase in interest. Significant patterns derived from web usage have many 
applications. These patterns are used not only in load balance but also in 
personalizing product messages for individuals by system designers or vendors [2] [3]. 
Traditionally, web mining can be classified into following classes: content mining, 
structure mining, and web usage mining [2]. Web usage mining is concerned with the 
analysis of web usage. 

In ECML/PKDD 2007 Discovery Challenge 1, usage data of three weeks and user 
profiles are provided and the goal is to predict user’s behavior in the following week. 
Collecting user usage and user profiles is practical. Hence, we analyze these data 
fields for formulating our problems as learning or mining problems. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes two kinds of 
formulation. Some important observations and experiments are shown in Section 3. 
Our method and time/space analysis are presented in Section 4 and 5. The accuracy of 
prediction is calculated in Section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper. 
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2   Formulation 

In ECML/PKDD 2007 Discovery Challenge 1, the data consist of two tables, Users 
table and Visit Paths table. The Users table provides the user profiles, including three 
types of information, geo-locations, user’s operating system, and user’s browser. Each 
tuple in other table is a path, which is a sequence of categories and corresponding 
page views during one visit of a user. The ordering in a path is sorted by the order of 
viewing. These data fields are listed below. 

Table 1.  Data fields in ECML/PKDD 2007 Discovery Challenge 1.  

Table Types Field Format 
Users Table Geo-location Country, Region, City 
Users Table Operating System OS, OS Version 
Users Table Browser Browser, Browser Version 
Visit Paths Table Time Timestamp 
Visit Paths Table Path (categories, pageviews), … 

 
The goal of this challenge is to predict the first three categories and corresponding 

page views in the start of a new visit of a user. We formulate this problem as a mining 
problem and learning problem. 

2.1   On-Line Analytical Processing 

On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) has been studied for several years. Many 
tools provide OLAP functionality. We can transform our problem into an OLAP 
query. In this data set, Users table and Visit Paths table is a multidimensional data set 
with hierarchical structure. The dimension, geo-location, has three levels, country, 
region, and city, and the other two dimensions have two levels respectively. 
Multidimensional data are typical input for an OLAP system, which usually supports 
many operations for aggregating measure attribute like rollup (increasing the level of 
aggregation), drill-down (decreasing the level of aggregation), and slice_and_dice 
(selection and projection) [2]. The measure attribute in this data set is path. A 
prediction can be made by issuing an OLAP query to the OLAP system. A simplest 
prediction strategy may take the most popular category and the mean of page views 
for predicted values. The predictor in this strategy only request answers from the 
OLAP system. 

2.2 Graphical Model Formulation 

A graphical model can be used in problem formulation. For each user, a graphical 
model is trained from historical data. The graphical model is used to predict the next 
categories. Here, a directed graphical model (usually called Bayesian Network) is 
selected as the model. Each category in a visit path is a node in a Bayesian network. 
We do not put the page views into the graphical model; the prediction for page views 
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can be decided by statistical data, such as mean page views of a category for a user. 
Because only first three categories in a visit path are considered, the network consists 
of the first three categories of visit paths. Fig. 1 shows two kinds of graphical models. 
The first is Markov chain. The model is based on the assumption that the current 
category depends on the previous one category. However, the second is more 
complex and assume that the previous visit path has influence on the first categories 
in current visit. 
 

 
Fig. 1. A Markov chain (left) and a Bayesian network (right) 

3   Observations 

Although the problem is transformed into a mining or learning problem (See Section 
2), the main difficulty is the design of queries in OLAP formulation or the selection of 
correct graphical model. Before designing our methods, we performed some small 
experiments: 
 

A short visit is a visit with page views of only one category; a long visit has views 
of pages belonging to more than two categories. We define the major visit type of a 
user. A user is a long visit major if more than 50 percents of his visit paths are long 
visits; otherwise, he is a short visit major. The detailed is listed in Table. 2. 

Observation 1. Most of the users who are short visit majors have higher ratio of short 
visits to all visit paths. 
 

… 
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Table 2.  The First Experiment: Long-visit-major User and Short-visit-major User.  

Ratio 
/Major Visit Type 

Long Visit Short Visit Total 

0.50 ~ 113 218 331 
0.55 ~ 100 235 335 
0.60 ~ 71 291 362 
0.65 ~ 66 373 439 
0.70 ~ 54 474 528 
0.75 ~ 58 532 590 
0.80 ~ 37 548 585 
0.85 ~ 39 580 619 
0.90 ~ 17 584 601 
0.95 ~ 14 478 492 
Total (569) (4313) (4882) 

 
According to Observation 1, we know that most users of long visit major are with 

low ratio of long visits to total visit paths, i.e. it is harder to predict long-visit-major 
user behavior. 

The second experiment is performed on 569 long-visit-major users. For each user, 
the first categories in his visit paths are collected, and the frequency of the most 
frequent item (denoted as First1) is recorded. In the similar way, the most frequent 
item of the second categories and the third categories (Second1 and Third1) are 
calculated. The distribution of the frequency of these three terms is shown in Table 3. 

Observation 2. The prediction of the first category in a long visit path is simpler than 
that of the second one or that of the third one. 

 

Table 3.  The Second Experiment: The distribution of the frequency of First1, Second1, and 
Third1 

Frequency 
/the ith categories 

First1 Second1 Third1 

0.0 ~ 12 37 38 
0.1 ~ 25 83 128 
0.2 ~ 74 112 122 
0.3 ~ 90 104 87 
0.4 ~ 82 65 66 
0.5 ~ 69 58 51 
0.6 ~ 67 41 38 
0.7 ~ 69 33 21 
0.8 ~ 41 25 10 
0.9 ~ 40 11 8 
Median (0.6325) (0.4318) (0.2750) 

 
The second experiments show the correlation of the second category and Second1 

may be low, because most of the frequency of Second1 is less than 0.5. (The median 
of the frequencies of Second1 and Third1 are 0.4318 and 0.2750.) 
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The previous experiments are simple queries for historical data. The following 
experiments belong to the learning approach. 

We selected a model consisting of multiple Markov chains like Fig. 3. This model 
includes three types of probability function, the initial probability in the first category, 
transition probability from the first category in the previous visit to the current first 
category (called inter-transition probability), and transition probability from the 
previous category to the current category in the same visit (called intra-transition 
probability). 

Some problems happen in this formulation. The first category c in the previous 
visit may have no transition to other categories, because this category c only appear in 
the last visit of historical visit paths of a user. For resolving this problem, we use 
First1 serving as the prediction for the first category in the current visit. The 
computation for inter-transition probability is to collect all pairs {category_id1} → 
{category_id2}. We add a new category “0” which means that users finish their visits. 
The last known visit paths is used to predict the first unknown visit path and this path 
is finished if a “0” category is predicted. 

For testing this model, we perform prediction on the test data. The test data 
includes 166299 visits. If a predicted path is longer than 1, this visit is predicted as 
long visit. In experiment 1, all users are divided into long-visit-major and short-visit-
major users. Assuming the long-visit-major (short-visit-major) users only generate 
long visits (short visits), we get the result R1 from the statistics in experiment 1. 
Comparing this result derived from multiple Markov chains with R1, the mismatch 
rate is 42.83%. It seems to be that multiple Markov chains do not capture the user 
behavior well. Thus, we have the following observation. 

Observation 3. The multiple Markov chains model does not perform well. 
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Fig. 2. The Line Graph for Table 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Multiple Markov Chains 
 

The last observation can be found from the historical data. For example, user 46 
have three visit patterns, 12 → 8 → 12, 12 → 8, and 8 → 12. 

… 
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Observation 4. If a pattern a → b → … is frequent; the pattern b → … is usually 
frequent. 
 

Other fields in the Users table are considered in the last observation. Most of users 
(4739 out of 4882) are come from country 42. For analyzing the relationship between 
country and First1, Seocnd1, and Third1, we use the entropy as the measure. We think 
that their entropies are too high; hence, we do not use country information. 

Observation 5. If users are classified by their countries, user behavior is still hard to 
predict. It is because the variables of first three categories have entropies of values 
greater than 1 (nat). 
 

Table 4.  The Relationship between Country and First1, Seocnd1, and Third1 

Country_id # of Users First1 
(entropy) (nat) 

Seocnd1 
(entropy) (nat) 

Third1 
(entropy) (nat) 

42 4739 1.5637 1.7325 1.868 
170 47 1.5671 1.6283 1.7567 
84 30 1.1295 1.85 1.9305 
39 18 1.4571 1.6095 1.956 
56 6 1.3297 1.0114 1.0114 
14 5 0.95027 0.95027 0.67301 
165 4 1.3863 1.0397 1.3863 
18 4 1.0397 0.56234 1.0397 
148 3 0.63651 1.0986 0.63651 
115 3 1.0986 1.0986 1.0986 
60 3 1.0986 0 0.63651 
179 2 0.69315 0.69315 0 
131 2 0.69315 0.69315 0 
128 2 0.69315 0.69315 0.69315 

 

4   Description of our Methods 

After some experiments and observations, we adapt three frequent items to our 
prediction methods. 

4.1   Method for Problem I 

The first problem is to predict if the current visit is long or short. For each user, the 
method returns short or long depending on the number of short visits and the number 
of long visits. If this user is a short (long) visit major, the method returns short (long). 
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4.2   Method for Problem II/Problem III 

The first three categories can be predicted by using the following steps: 
 

(1) For each user, select all the first one categories in visit paths into a list C1. The 
list C1 may be {12, 8, 12, …}. The most frequent category I1 in C1 and the 
corresponding number of page views n(I1). The number n(I1) is the mean page 
views of I1, and only page views of the first category are computed. 

(2) For each user, select all the second categories in visit paths into a list C2. The list 
C2 may be {8, 8, 8, …}. The most frequent category I2 in C2 and the 
corresponding number of page views n(I2) are computed. 

(3) For each user, select all the third categories in visit paths into a list C3. The list C3 
may be empty. The most frequent category I3 in C3 and the corresponding 
number of page views n(I3) are computed. 

(4) If Ci is empty, Ii and n(Ii) are replaced by Ii-1 and n(Ii-1). 
 

5   Time/Space/Scalability Analysis 

Our method is very efficient in time and space. If the whole data set D can be stored 
in memory, the frequent items in the first, second, and third categories (First1, Second1 
and Third1) can be calculated after one pass over data set. The implementation needs 
some counters for keeping the numbers of appearances of items. If the types of 
categories are fixed, additional space has the same order for the original data set, i.e. 
O(|D|). These counters can be randomly accessed if we use an array to implement 
these counters. Hence, the time complexity is also linear, i.e. O(|D|). 

In scalability issue, the frequent item method is satisfactory. Because the most 
frequent item is kept, the size of the rule of prediction is the same to O(|users|) where 
the number |users| is the number of users. The calculation of frequencies of items may 
cost extra space O(|categories|) at most where the number |categories| is the number of 
categories. If the assumption that the whole data set is less than memory size is not 
hold, the increase of the size of data set has little influence on the execution time of 
frequent item method. 

Our programs are implemented by using a script language Ruby. The training and 
prediction process cost a few seconds (~ 5 seconds) on the computer with AMD 
1.8GHz Athlon 64 Processor and 1G memory. 

6 Experimental Results 

Our experiments are performed on the test data set provided by ECML/PKDD 2007 
Discovery Challenge. The measure of most concern is the accuracy defined by 
|the_correct_items|/|items|. The accuracy for three problems is listed in Table 5. The 
accuracy for predicting page views must be less than the accuracy for category 
because the category must be correct. Hence, it is more difficult to predict page views 
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of a category. There are 20 kinds of categories. Although our prediction accuracies for 
the second and third categories are about 50%, this accuracy is about ten times higher 
than that from random guess. 

Table 5.  The Accuracy of Our Prediction Method.  

Problem Accuracy 
Problem 1 76.64% (127457/166299) 
Problem 2: the first category 74.37% (123669/166299) 
Problem 2: the second category 49.70% (22059/44380) 
Problem 2: the third category 57.52% (14670/25503) 
Problem 3: page views of the first category 
(the predicted category must be correct) 

44.62% (74201/166299) 

Problem 3: page views of the second category 
(the predicted category must be correct) 

25.00% (11093/44380) 

Problem 3: page views of the third category 
(the predicted category must be correct) 

32.52% (8294/25503) 

 

7 Conclusion 

For predicting user behavior of web usage, we formulated this problem in different 
views, and two methods are proposed. One is based on multiple Markov chains, and 
the other is based on frequent items. After dissecting the web usage data, we decide to 
use the latter. We analyze the prediction method based on frequent items; both its 
time and space complexity are linear. Its accuracy is tested on a data set provided by 
ECML/PKDD 2007 Discovery Challenge. The experimental results show the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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Abstract. In this paper we analyze and describe the approach undertaken by the
DB-NET research group for addressing the ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge
1. The Discovery Challenge was concerned with the construction of predictive
models regarding several features of a user’s browsing behavior. The training
data consisted of attributes that described the users’ browsing behavior (such as
timestamp of visit and category-view paths) as well as information concerning
their social and demographic profile (such as country, city, browser and operating
system). The challenge that we faced in addressing this task, was the fact that
the data resources, that could be employed for deriving the user behavior mod-
els, were heterogeneous. More precisely, for each user one could build predictive
models based solely upon his personal browsing behavior, or incorporate features
that described his social and demographic profile. In order to address this issue
in a principled manner we have employed Stacking. Stacking was based on seven
level-0 classifiers built upon seven heterogeneous datasets (constructed by the
available training data). Consequently, for producing the user-specific models,
we have compared the cross-validated accuracy of each level-0 and the level-1
classifiers (for each user), and finally selected the one that exhibited the highest
accuracy estimate. The level-0 and level-1 classifiers were chosen after thorough
experimentation to be C4 and Logistic Regression respectively. Apart from a de-
tailed description and a discussion of the submitted model (which was solely for
task 1 of the challenge), this paper contains our preliminary experimentations and
experimental results for task 2.

1 Introduction

The ECML/PKDD discovery challenge (1) was concerned with the construction of pre-
dictive models regarding several features of a user’s browsing behavior. The business
potentials of such models are very broad as they can be used for building interactive
marketing strategies and for content personalization (i.e. pointing to the content most
desired by the users). In the context of challenge 1, the data were provided by Gemius
(www.gemius.pl), an internet market research company, that collected its data, using
cookies technology and special scripts placed on the monitored web-pages. The infor-
mation that was accumulated consisted of the timestamp of a user’s visit to the web-site,
along with his category-view path (i.e. the pages of the web-site were pre-classified to
a number of categories). Moreover, for each user, several social and demographic data
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were collected that included his IP-based location (country, city, region), his browser
and the operating system used. The data provided for the challenge were collected af-
ter one month of monitoring Polish web-sites. The training data file consisted of the
first three weeks of the month, while the test data (where predictions should be made),
consisted of the last week of the month.

A simple inspection of the training data reveals that there exist several users, whose
browsing behavior is easy to model. These users consistently visit only one category
and generate the same number of pageviews (for example user ID 33). On the other
hand there exist several users that generate long complex visit paths, that cannot be
easily modeled using solely the single user data (for example user ID 5901007). It is
evident that for these users, more complex models should be employed that incorporate
social and demographic features, such as the country of origin, operating system, etc.
In order to address the aforementioned issues and to combine the supplied information
in a principled manner, we have employed stacking, a machine learning approach for
combining models that are derived from different resources. The stacking approach was
initially proposed in [1], and has since attracted a significant amount of research in the
field of machine learning (such as [2, 3, 1]. It has to be noted that in our approach we
differentiate from the classical stacking approach, since we combine the output of a
single classifier trained on different datasets instead of combining the outputs of dif-
ferent classifiers trained on the same dataset. Although, the issue of whether stacking
classifiers improves on classification accuracy remains controversial [3], our results can
be considered as further experimental evidence of the effectiveness of the stacking ap-
proach.

In our solution for the task 1 of challenge 1 we have constructed seven training
dataset from the available data. These datasets were: single user data, users grouped
according to their country, users grouped according to their operating system, users
grouped according to their browsers, users grouped according to their country and oper-
ating system, users grouped according to their browser and operating system and users
grouped according to their country and browser. Consequently, we have built seven
level-0 classifiers using the C4 classifier, and then stacked their outputs using Logistic
Regression. For producing the browsing model for each user, we have compared the
cross-validation accuracy of each level-0 classifier and the level-1 classifier (for each
user), and finally selected the one that exhibited the highest accuracy estimate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short description
of the Discovery Challenge. Section 3 presents the Data preprocessing strategies we
have employed. Section 4 describes the learning algorithms used and presents the ex-
perimental results. Section 5 discusses the results and contains the concluding remarks.

2 Discovery Challenge Description

2.1 Task Description

The Discovery Challenge 1 consisted of 3 tasks. The first task aimed in constructing
models that predict the length of a user’s visit. The target attribute for task 1 could
take two values: short and long, where short visits generated only one page-view, while
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long visits generated more than one page-view. Such prediction models would allow a
web-site to focus on users that generate longer sessions, thus saving resources. Task 2
of the challenge was concerned with the prediction of the sequence of categories a user
is interested in. This would allow a web-site to devise targeted marketing strategies
and personalize its content accordingly. The third task extended the second in that it
required the prediction of the number of pages a user will generate for each category.
In the context of the Discovery Challenge we have submitted a solution only for task
1. However, in this paper we extend our approach and present experimental results for
task 2 as well.

The data provided for the challenge were collected after one month of monitoring
Polish web-sites. The data contained information about 4882 users that generated circa
500000 session with the web-site. The training data file consisted of the first three weeks
of the month (circa. 380000 session paths), while the test data (where predictions should
be made), consisted of the last week of the month (circa. 140000 session paths). The
final scores where calculated according to accuracy, in task 1 and according to certain
score functions in task 2 and 3, that quantified the collectedness of the sequence of
predicted categories.

2.2 Data Description

The training data given for the challenge described the browsing behavior of single
users, as well as several of their social and demographic features. In order to illustrate
the structure of the training data we provide an example of a single user’s browsing
data:

path id user id timestamp list of (category id, pageview number) pairs
27 1 1169814548 7,1 16,2 17,9 ...

The features in this table are the path id, that is a unique number assigned to the
cookie session generated by user with user id=1. The category-view path designates
the sequence of categories the user has visited along with the number of pages he has
viewed. In the case described on the table the user has visited 1 page belonging in cate-
gory 7, 2 pages belonging in category 16, etc. Moreover, each cookie session is assigned
with the respective timestamp, that designates the time when the session was generated.
The rest of the features are related to the social and demographic characteristics of the
users.

user id country id region id city id system id system sub id browser id browser ver. id
10 42 11 44 3 9 1 517

From the structure of the data it can be observed that the Discovery Challenge 1,
does not correspond to a typical data mining problem, where the data are provided in
a standard vector based format. Thus, if one wishes to apply standard data mining ap-
proach, such as Support Vector Machines [4] and Decision Trees [5], it is necessary to
perform certain data transformations. In the subsequent section we describe the trans-
formations and their underlying assumptions, that we have employed for addressing this
challenge. It has to be noted that there exist other approaches that do not require that the
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data are transformed into a vector space format. These approaches are based on Rela-
tional Data Mining [6], Inductive Logic Programming [7], or Bayesian Networks [5]. It
would be interesting to compare our results, to the results provided by such approaches.

3 Data Preprocessing

It can be easily observed that the main feature that should be employed for modeling
the users’ browsing behavior is the timestamp. The timestamp, also referred to as Unix
time, is defined as the number of seconds that have elapsed since midnight UTC of
January 1, 1970. In order to detect browsing patterns one needs to transform this vari-
able into more meaningful features. In the proposed approach we have transformed the
timestamp variable to a feature that described the day of the visit and a feature that con-
tained the time of the visit (only the hours, not the minutes). It has to be noted that we
have experimented with several other alternatives for deriving features from the times-
tamp. More precisely, we have attempted to introduce a boolean feature that described
whether the time of the visit was a weekend or not. Moreover, concerning the time of the
visit, we have experimented with several unsupervised (such as equal frequency) and
supervised (such as maximization of Information Gain) interval generating approaches.
Extensive experimental results have demonstrated that such transformations did not im-
prove on the cross-validated accuracy.

Apart form the proposed solution for task 1, in this paper we present experimental
results for task 2. In order to transform the training data into vector format for this
task, we have considered only the top-three visited categories, as features. On the test
data, the predictions of the categories of interest were based on the prediction of the
superseding categories. It has to be noted that this presents a “Naive approach” that
makes several simplifying assumptions concerning the data. It would be interesting to
compare the results of this approach to more sophisticated Baysian Network or ILP
approaches. Unfortunately, at the time of the writing of this paper, the results of the
other contestants as well as the true labels for the test data were not known, so we can
not compare our approach to the other contestants.

It is evident that in order to achieve optimal classification results, one has to em-
ploy accordingly the social and demographic features. In order to achieve this goal, we
have created seven training datasets, that are based on the following combination of the
available data.

1. single user data
2. users grouped according to their country
3. users grouped according to their operating system
4. users grouped according to their browsers
5. users grouped according to their country and operating system
6. users grouped according to their browser and operating system
7. users grouped according to their country and browser

The features that were contained in each of these datasets are the respective timestamp
and category-view path. Each one of these datasets could be used to derive predictive
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models for a user’s browsing behavior. The baseline approach would be to build a sep-
arate model for each datasets and then select, at user level, the one that exhibits the
highest accuracy estimate. In our proposed approach, we have taken one step further,
and we have employed stacking in order to combine the outputs of the level-0 classi-
fiers. The details of the learning algorithms employed are presented on the subsequent
section.

4 Learning Algorithms

In this section we report the accuracy estimates of the proposed approach, as well as
several other experiments we have attempted. This section is divided with respect to the
type of classifier: Level-0 classifiers, refer to the classifiers applied directly on the seven
training datasets and Level-1 classifiers refer to the classifiers that have been applied to
the output of the Level-0 classifiers. In all results we report the average accuracy of the
10-fold cross validation, as well as the standard deviation observed through all the users
(i.e. the standard deviation of the cross validation averages for each user).

4.1 Level-0 classifier

Concerning the Level-0 classifiers we have conducted extensive experiments using a
Decision Tree classifier (C4) and the Naive Bayes classifier. In order to perform our
experiments, we have used the WEKA Knowledge Explorer [8].

The subsequent table (table 1.) presents the averages and standard deviations of the
10-fold cross validation runs for Naive Bayes and C4. It has to be clarified that the
standard deviation values, corresponds to the deviation of the average cross-validation
accuracy over all the users. It can be observed that apart from the system model, that
refers to the dataset produced by grouping the users according to the operating system,
all the other models exhibit high values of standard deviation. Moreover, it can be ob-
served that the Decision Tree results, though not statistically significant, are better that
the Naive Bayes results. Based on these results we have selected C4 algorithm as the
Level-0 classifier, in our submitted model.

Table 1. 10-fold cross validation results for Level-0 classifier for Task 1

Model Naive Bayes Accuracy C4 Accuracy
(Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation)

User Model 74.13% (15.65%) 75.91% (14.48%)
Country Model 81.22% (14.42%) 82.23% (13.72%)
System Model 69.92% (3.59%) 70.3% (4.12%)
Browser Model 75.66% (8.09%) 76.61% (8.34%)
Country-System Model 79.75% (14.81%) 80.71% (14.21%)
Country-Browser Model 79.82% (15.16%) 81.05% (14.04%)
System-Browser Model 76.16% (12.12%) 76.89% (12.13%)
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Moreover, we have observed that out of the 4882 users, in the training data, 241
exhibited cross-validated accuracy higher that 98% for at least one of the aforemen-
tioned models, with the majority having operating system “1” (which presumably is
Windows as it used by the vast majority of the users). Furthermore, 1391 users had at
least 90% accuracy for at least one of the aforementioned models, with the majority
coming from country 42 (which is presumably Poland, as the majority of users comes
from this country).

Concerning task 2, where objective is to predict the top three categories a user is
interested in, we present the classification accuracy for C4 and Naive Bayes. The re-
sults are reported for each category separately (tables 2,3, and 4). It to be noted that
initial category predictions (first and second) are used in order to predict subsequent
categories. The following tables summarize the results for all categories.

Table 2. 10-fold cross validation results for Level-0 classifier for Task 2, category 1

Model Naive Bayes Accuracy C4 Accuracy
(Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation)

User Model 70.72% (21.74%) 72.54% (20.67%)
Country Model 75.63% (21.53%) 76.81% (20.78%)
System Model 58.73% (13.23%) 60.27% (12.91%)
Browser Model 66% (21.8%) 67.56% (21.06%)
Country-System Model 75.56% (20.58%) 76.73% (19.94%)
System-Browser Model 65.89% (21.66%) 67.69% (20.6%)

Table 3. 10-fold cross validation results for Level-0 classifier for Task 2, category 2

Model Naive Bayes Accuracy C4 Accuracy
(Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation)

User Model 51.33% (30.11%) 50.4% (28.6%)
Country Model 60.54% (32.59%) 59.92% (30.86%)
System Model 60.53% (11.38%) 64.54% (12.38%)
Browser Model 55.16% (22.86%) 57.5% (23.48%)
Country-System Model 62.74% (30.95%) 61.07% (28.87%)
Country-Browser Model 56.99% (33.45%) 56.67% (32.09%)
System-Browser Model 58.98% (23.52%) 62.04% (22.63%)

4.2 Level-1 classifier

Concerning the Level-1 classifiers, we have experimented with Logistic Regression,
Naive Bayes and Decision Tree learners. As input to our Level-1 classifiers, we have
used the posterior probabilities of class-assignment that are derived by the Level-0
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Table 4. 10-fold cross validation results for Level-0 classifier for Task 2, category 3

Model Naive Bayes Accuracy C4 Accuracy
(Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation)

User Model 62.22% (35.16%) 56.81% (32.38%)
Country Model 59.14% (37.43%) 58.35% (36.79%)
System Model 76.63% (11.07%) 77.61% (12%)
Browser Model 66.58% (27.48%) 68.17% (27.32%)
Country-System Model 62.28% (35.71%) 60.26% (34.64%)
Country-Browser Model 60.23% (37.97%) 60.36% (37.47%)
System-Browser Model 58% (33.77%) 59.48% (34.05%)

classifiers. Concerning task 1, the Naive Bayes classifier exhibited average cross vali-
dated accuracy of 79.76% and standard deviation 10.19%. On the other hand, for the
same task, Logistic Regression, exhibited 83.87% average cross-validated accuracy
with 8.74% standard deviation. Thus in our submitted results, we have selected the
Logistic regression classifier.

Concerning task 2, due to time limitations we have experimented solely with the C4
algorithm, as a level-1 classifier. Its results concerning the first category were: 50.80%
average cross validated accuracy and 37.74% standard deviation. For the second cat-
egory, C4 exhibited 52.44% average cross validated accuracy with 31.14% standard
deviation and for the third category, 73.27% average cross validated accuracy with 21%
standard deviation

Consequently, for producing the user-specific models, we have compared the cross-
validated accuracy of each level-0 and the level-1 classifiers (for each user), and finally
selected the one that exhibited the highest accuracy estimate.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we should note that the Discovery Challenge 1, was a well formulated
and organized challenge, that allowed Data Mining researchers and practitioners to ap-
ply their algorithms in a real world challenging problem. Unfortunately, at the time of
the writing of this paper, the results of the contests were not made available, thus we
cannot assess the competitive performance of our approach. Based on the accuracy es-
timates, our results serve as further experimental evidence, that stacking can improve
on the effectiveness of learning algorithms. Given further time, we would attempt to
utilize ILP and Relational Data Mining approaches that do not require that the data are
transformed into a vector format.
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Abstract. This paper describes the Web Analyzing Traffic Challenge
(Discovery Challenge of ECML/PKDD’07) and the results. Using the
data from query logs it is possible to recognize an attack and define its
class. Then the aim of this challenge is the filtering of attacks in Web
traffic.

Key words: attack detection, classification.

1 Introduction

The number of computer attacks carried out grows in tandem with the web.
According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology4, American
companies as early as 2004 suffered losses of up to 59.6 billion dollars following IT
attacks. Considering the number of IT systems now deployed, intrusion detection
is a significant research area for the purpose of assessing and forecasting system
attacks as early as possible.

The OSI Model (Open Systems Interconnection Basic Reference Model) is
usually represented by a diagram showing a column composed of stacked rect-
angular shapes, each one symbolizing a layer of the model. However, in reality
the seventh layer is much wider and more diverse than the layers below it. This
application layer is definitely the biggest, widest, and most complex of all. It
contains more than just protocols and parameters, and is made up of languages,
scripts, libraries and human concepts, etc. As a consequence, the OSI Model ob-
served from a security perspective makes the diagram take on a reversed pyramid
shape. So the higher the layers, the richer and more diverse is their content, which
means they are also more complex to secure.

Trying to filter application traffic as diverse and dynamic as Web traffic can
quickly bring awareness of the existence of several strong constraints and the
necessity to fulfil specific requirements such as:

4 http://www.nist.gov.
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– Unknown attack detection: A major consequence of application diversity
is that the potential for vulnerabilities is infinite. Experience has already
revealed that the vast majority of application attacks consist in the unknown
variety.

– False positives: Considering the richness and diversity of this domain, and
seeing that the threshold of acceptance is user-dependent, avoiding and elimi-
nating False Positives are critical issues when analyzing the application layer.

– Ambiguous queries: When looking at existing applications it becomes
quickly obvious that they harbour weaknesses or vulnerabilities. Traffic ad-
dressing these resources will then appear to carry weaknesses, but cannot be
blocked without stopping the application.

– Abnormal behaviour detection: Attacks are not the only danger preva-
lent. Securing Web traffic is a more complex task than mere intrusion pre-
vention. There are various other types of requests that require supervision.

2 Main objectives

The issue being addressed by this challenge is the filtering of application attacks
in Web traffic. This is a complex matter because of diversity in attack purposes
and means, the quantity of data involved and technological shifts. Application at-
tacks can be multi-class and undergo constant change. They do however maintain
some distinguishing features (escaping, bypassing, keywords matching external
entities, etc.).

To achieve this aim data sources available from HTTP query logs are used.
Using this data we can not only recognize an attack but also define which class
it belongs to. Participants would have to start with an HTTP query in context
and deduce which class it belongs to and what is its level of relevance.

To efficiently address this issue, we divided the challenge in the two following
tasks:

1. Task 1: Multi-class and contextual classification
We have to be able to classify queries that may belong to different classes,
and we have to do so according to context. A query in attack form that is not
dangerous because made in the wrong context has to be properly labelled.
The amount of data to process being considerable due to traffic density, any
real-world classification application should be able to process the queries
extremely quickly. Participants are judged on the classification performance
but also on the time performance of their algorithm implementations.

2. Task 2: Isolation of the attack pattern
We should be able to pinpoint in an attack query the shortest chain that
conveys the attack5.

5 In this paper, this task will not be developed.
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3 Dataset composition

The attacks of the dataset look like real attacks but have no chance to succeed
because they are constructed blindly and do not target the correct entities. One
sample can eventually target several classes (SQL injection, Command execu-
tion, etc.). Each example is totally independent of the others.

The data set are defined in XML (portable and standard format). Each sam-
ple is identified by a unique id, and contains the three following major parts:
Context (stands for the environment in which the query is run), Class (describes
how this sample is classified by an expert) and the description of the query itself.

– Context: It contains the following attributes:
1. Operating system running on the Web Server (UNIX, WINDOWS, UN-

KNOWN).
2. HTTP Server targeted by the request (APACHE, MIIS, UNKNOWN).
3. Is the XPATH technology understood by the server? (TRUE, FALSE,

UNKNOWN)
4. Is there an LDAP database on the Web Server? (TRUE, FALSE, UN-

KNOWN)
5. Is there an SQL database on the Web Server? (TRUE, FALSE, UN-

KNOWN)

– Class: It lists the different subdivision levels of HTTP query categorization
(and how they are represented in the context part of the dataset).
The ”type” element indicates which class this request belongs to:
1. Normal Query (Valid)
2. Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
3. SQL Injection (SqlInjection)
4. LDAP Injection (LdapInjection)
5. XPATH Injection (XPathInjection)
6. Path Traversal (PathTransversal)
7. Command Execution (OsCommanding)
8. SSI Attacks (SSI)

Moreover, a flag is added explaining whether a query is within the assigned
context or not (element ”inContext” taking two values: TRUE or FALSE).

Another element (”attackIntervall”) indicates where the attack is located
on the query description. This element begins with the name of the element
where the attack is located (uri, query, body, header) followed by ”:”. There-
after the interval considered as an attack is specified. For headers, we also
indicate the header name where the attack is located. The interval begins
from the beginning of the considered header value.
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– Query: It is described with its different components:
1. Method
2. Protocol
3. Uri
4. Query
5. Headers
6. Body

4 Evaluation Criterion

For this challenge, precision and recall (see formulae 1 and 2) are the basic
measures used in evaluating search strategies.

Precision =
number of relevant attacks detected

number of attacks detected
(1)

Recall =
number of relevant attacks detected

number of relevant attacks
(2)

Fmeasure combines recall and precision in a single efficiency measure (see
formula 3).

Fmeasure(β) =
(β2 + 1)× Precision×Recall

β2 × Precision + Recall
(3)

For the challenge, Fmeasure is calculated with β = 1, meaning that the
same weight is given to precision and recall.

5 Results

Only two challengers sent a submission for this challenge. A discussion to explain
this number of participants will be developed in section 6.

The evaluation of the challengers is based on the ”test” dataset available at
the end of June 2007. The ”learning” dataset was available on April 15th, 2007.
The description of the different datasets is given in the table 1.

The table 2 presents if the attacks are correctly detected. The challenger 1
provides the best result based on the Fmeasure6. For the two challengers the
precision is better than the recall. Let us note that the Fmeasure obtained
6 A new submission of the challenger 1 has be sent when the deadline was passed.

This new submission (non-official submission) gives again a better result with a
Fmeasure at 0.9345.
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Test dataset Learning dataset

Number of examples 70, 000 50, 000

Ratio of attacks 60% 70%

Ratio of attacks in context 75% 85%

Type of Attacks
post 15% 12%
get 58% 70%

cookie en post 7% 4%
header en post 5% 3%
cookie en get 8% 6%
header en get 7% 5%

Table 1. Description of the two datasets used for the challenge

without context is low for the submission of the two challengers: 0.4826 for the
challenger 17 and 0.1728 for the challenger 2.

The table 3 presents if the classes of attacks are correctly detected by the
challengers. This table shows that the challenger 1 obtained the highest values
of Fmeasure for all the classes of attacks. The results show that some types
of attacks are quite easy to detect (e.g. XSS, XPathInjection, LdapInjection),
while other ones are very difficult to find out (e.g. OsCommanding, SSI)8. We
have to note that, for example, an instance of the SSI class is difficult to detect
since this type of attack is usually a multi-class attack.

The ’Valid’ class (i.e. normal queries) was easy to detect for the two chal-
lengers: Fmeasure at 0.8793 for the challenger 1 and 0.6900 for the challenger 2.

Finally, we can observe that multi-class attacks were not considered by all
the challengers.

Precision Recall Fmeasure

Challenger 1: LIFO
Orléans, 0.8229 0.7807 0.8012
France

Challenger 2: Department
of Informatics 0.4976 0.4721 0.4845
Athens, Greece
Table 2. The Fmeasure of the challengers

7 However the value of the Fmeasure with the non-official submission of the challenger
1 is excellent: 0.9824.

8 These conclusions are based on the most significant results of the challenger 1.
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Group Challenger 1 Challenger 2

Valid 0.8793 0.6900

OsCommanding 0.4093 0.0598

SSI 0.4216 0.0307

SqlInjection 0.6205 0.0358

PathTransversal 0.6819 0.0409

XSS 0.7597 0.0394

XPathInjection 0.7405 0.0487

LdapInjection 0.8811 0.0281
Table 3. The Fmeasure of the classes of attacks

6 Conclusion

As we have said in the introduction section, the problem of detecting intrusion
in Web traffic is far away from trivial. This contest aims at providing different
approaches for extracting such intrusions.

The contest is now finished and we have two observations. At the very be-
ginning of the contest, 25 researchers from different countries such as China,
Finland, Indonesia, Korea, Australia, Pakistan, Italy would like to apply their
techniques (usually classification techniques) for learning intrusions. At the end,
only two challengers sent their results and we would like to acknowledge them.
We have asked the other challengers to know why they did not submit their
results. The response was mainly they did not have a lot of knowledge about
detection intrusion and when they tried to apply ”traditional approaches” in
order to characterize intrusion, their results were not good enough. We believe
that this observation is very important in a data mining context since more and
more we must integrate the expert earlier in the knowledge discovery process.
The second observation is related to the problem of detection intrusion itself.
When we proposed the contest, we knew that this problem was a very difficult
topic but thanks to the results of the challengers it is clear now that detection
intrusion becomes more and more a new hot topic since we have to deal not only
with supervised, unsupervised classification but also with real time data mining.
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Abstract. To detect HTTP attacks (and the corresponding interval) we
propose a signature detection method which concentrates on both ends
of attack patterns. We also use a textual word / symbolic word model
to describe attack patterns.

1 Introduction

1.1 A brief overview of the ”Analyzing web traffic” challenge

The ECML-PKDD 2007’s “Analyzing web traffic” challenge consists in deter-
mining whether a given HTTP request contains attack(s) and whether these
attacks would succeed depending on the server’s context (OS, . . . ). On a second
step, the attack interval must be accurately determined (± n characters, n=3).
The learning dataset (xml) consists of samples that are structured as follows:

<sample id="37306">
<reqContext>
<os>WINDOWS</os>
<webserver>UNKNOWN</webserver>
<runningLdap>TRUE</runningLdap>
<runningSqlDb>TRUE</runningSqlDb>
<runningXpath>FALSE</runningXpath>

</reqContext>
<class>
<type>LdapInjection</type>
<inContext>TRUE</inContext>
<attackIntervall>headers:User-Agent:1-30</attackIntervall>

</class>
<request>
<method>GET</method>
...
<headers><![CDATA[Host: www.iEPL.ch:80
...
User-Agent: mtn%29%28+%7C++++%28Ahk%3D*%29
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...
]]></headers>

</request>
</sample>

Each sample is identified by a unique id.
The reqContext element describes the execution context of the destination server.
This context consists of five elements, each of these element taking one of three
possible values: two values correspond to known values (e.g. os=“WINDOWS”
or “UNIX”); the third one is “UNKNOWN” (e.g. Webserver in this sample).
The class element gives the type of attack (type), indicates where the attack is
located in the request (attackIntervall), and if it will succeed depending on the
execution context (inContext).
The content of the request (request, which has been simplified here) constitutes
the third part of the sample. In this sample, the attack is located in the field
User-Agent of the headers element. We can also see that data is URL-encoded [1].

1.2 Intrusion detection and machine learning

Two main attack detection approaches [2] have been developed and implemented
in intrusion detection systems (IDS) during the past two decades. The first kind
of approach, called signature detection, consists in looking for some (sequences
of) bytes that are typical for a given attack. The second kind of approach, called
anomaly detection, consists in determining whether a given request is “similar”
or not to valid ones, this similarity being computed in an adequate feature space.
These two approaches are of general use and can be applied to a wide range of
attacks, including HTTP attacks. Signature detection can be implemented in a
very effective manner, thus limiting the detection overhead. Meanwhile, a new
kind of attack, whose signature is not known by the system, will not be detected.
Anomaly detection systems will be more likely to detect such new attacks, but as
a counterpart will also raise false alarms (and might also be more time consuming
that signature detection).

Intrusion detection can be hard-coded or can rely on learning machine meth-
ods. Concerning hard-coded (commercial) IDSs, we can cite several well known
tools, such as the general purpose network IDS SNORT [3] and the Apache
module mod security [4]. These tools are based on signature detection and use
hand-crafted rules (the length or which can vary).

Both signature and anomaly detection have been implemented with learning
machine approaches. It is quite straightforward that signature detection is re-
lated to supervised learning techniques (e.g. neural networks [5], svms [6]) while
anomaly detection corresponds to unsupervised methods (i.e. clustering [7]).

1.3 Proposed approach

Considering the “analyzing web traffic” challenge, we are clearly in the context
of signature detection and thus of supervised learning. Nevertheless, current
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machine-learning signature detection methods use to determine minimal sets of
bytes rather than complete attack patterns, the main reason being that detect-
ing an attack (and its global location) is at first glance more important than
determining precisely the boundaries of the attack pattern, this last point re-
maining an issue. We thus propose a different signature detection method, which
concentrates on attack pattern boundaries.

Our approach focuses exclusively on both ends of the attack interval. The
basic assumption is that, if these ends can be accurately determined, then they
should be of a rather generic form for a given type of attack. From another point
of view, attacks consist of some kind of code (scripts, path, etc.). They thus
respect a given structure.

We first define what an HTTP attack pattern consists of. We can easily
see that such a pattern consists of a sequence of terms, some of them being
words (alphanumerical sequences), some of them being symbols (parentheses,
dots,. . . ). Some words appear to be script keywords, some other clearly repre-
sents variables. As a consequence, we propose to define an attack pattern as a
sequence of these three kinds of elements (keywords, variables, symbols). We
thus have to learn attack rules from such sequences. We propose a rule model
which concentrates on the few first and last elements of an attack sequence. A
group of sequences that share the same l first and last terms (l being small) are
represented by a unique rule. A candidate request which contains a sequence
beginning and ending like a given rule is considered as holding an attack, and
the attack interval is directly identified. While relatively naive, this approach
appears to be efficient through cross validation on the learning dataset.

In section 2 we while define more formally the underlying concepts. In sec-
tion 3 we will present the learning and classification algorithms. In section 4 we
will present various tests conducted on the learning dataset. We will finally sum
up and propose some perspectives in section 5.

2 Definitions

2.1 Language model

Two kinds of language models as currently used by IDSs to describe the content
(the general term being payload) of incoming data: n-grams and word models.
N-grams [8] check whether the payload contains some sequences of n bytes (n
being fixed) that constitute an attack signature. They can be used both with
ASCII and binary payloads. Nevertheless, they do not fit our approach, as we
concentrate on successive terms of variable width. Word models define words as
sequences of symbols bounded by specific symbols (delimiters). Formally, with
a given alphabet Σ, a word w is such that w ∈ L = (Σ \ D)∗, where D is the
set of delimiters.

Our model is derived from the word model. We use two kinds of words which
alternate in the sequence rather than a single kind of words separated by delim-
iters. In other words, we consider that both (Σ \D) and D produce words. We
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will further call the first kind of words textual words (tw) and the second one
symbolic words (sw). Let Σ the alphabet, Θ the set of alphanumerical charac-
ters, and ∆ the set of remaining symbols.

Θ = {′a′..′z′} ∪ {′A′..′Z ′} ∪ {′0′..′9′}∆ = (Σ \Θ)tw ∈ Θ∗sw ∈ ∆∗

2.2 Subtyping and refining the language model

From tw and sw we derive three types of words that will be used in our method.
Textual words are split into two groups : keywords (kw ∈ K) and variables
(vw ∈ V ), with K ∪ V = Θ∗. Whether a text word is a keyword or a variable
is defined automatically, depending on the global frequency of the word within
attack patterns. Let τ a frequency threshold, let f the global frequency (within
attack patterns) of tw ∈ Θ∗,

tw ∈
{

K if f ≥ τ
V otherwise

Determining keywords according to their frequency is relevant: as learning re-
quests are a priori not correlated, variable names are random; their frequency is
thus low. In addition to frequency, we also consider that a keyword must consist
of at least two characters (which is a relatively standard case).
Symbolic words are not subtyped, but their content is refined: some charac-
ters (sub-delimiters) are discarded. Practically speaking, we discard the space
character (or ”+”, the equivalent character in url-encoded strings), which, as
a string delimiter, is meaningless within sw. For the sake of simplicity, we will
keep sw as the name for simplified symbolic words.
In the remaining, w denotes a word belonging to any of these three categories.

2.3 Words similarity

Two words w1 and w2 of type keyword or symbol are considered similar if they
have the same value. Two words w1 and w2 of type variable are considered
similar whatever their values are:

w1 ∼ w2 ⇔
(w1 ∈ K ∧w2 ∈ K ∧w1 = w2)

∨ (w1 ∈ Θ∗ ∧w2 ∈ Θ∗ ∧w1 = w2)
∨ (w1 ∈ V ∧w2 ∈ V )

2.4 Sequences l-similarity

Two sequences of words S1 = {E11 , E12 , . . . E1m} and S2 = {E21 , E22 , . . . E2n}
are considered l-similar iif their l first and l last elements are similar. l is called
their “similarity level”.

S1 ∼l S2 ⇔ ∀i ∈ {1..l}(E1i
∼ E2i

) ∧ (E1m−i+1 ∼ E2n−i+1)
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2.5 Raw attack patterns

A raw attack pattern RAP describes the attack pattern found in a given request:

RAPi = {Si, A
∗
i , Asi, Cxi, inCxi}

– Si is a sequence as described above, which corresponds to the attack interval;
– A∗

i denotes a set of attack types (a request can contain several attacks);
– Aii denotes the attack site (i.e. the attack interval, except than the indices of

both ends are not indicated) Some requests (ab. 5 %) contain several (two)
attack sites. Our current implementation does only handle the first one;

– Cxi denotes the execution context of the request;
– inCxi indicates whether the attack is in context or not.

For instance, the sample in section 1.1 would generate the following RAP :

– S={“mtn” ; “)(—(” ; “Ahk” ; “=*)”}
– A∗={“LdapInjection”}
– As={“headers:User-Agent”}
– Cx={“Windows” ; “Unknown” ; “True” ; “True” ; “False”}
– inCx=True

The url-encoded attack pattern “mtn%29%28+%7C++++%28Ahk%3D*%29”
is decoded as: “mtn)( — (Ahk=*)”, which produces the above attack sequence.
We can see that symbolic words are refined (spaces are discarded). In this ex-
ample we will suppose that mtn is a keyword and Ahk a variable.

2.6 Raw Attack Pattern l-similarity

Two raw patterns RAP1 and RAP2 are l-similar iif their attack sequences are
l-similar and their type(s) of attack are alike:

RAP1 ∼l RAP2 ⇔ (S1 ∼l S2) ∧ (A∗
1 = A∗

2)

2.7 Rules

Our learning algorithm generates rules, each rule representing a group of l-similar
raw attack patterns (which we will call the underlying RAP s). These rules are
then used to classify candidate requests. A rule Ri consists of:
Ri = {Si, li, A

∗
i , As∗i , SCxi,K

∗
i , fi}

– Si is a sequence of length 2 × l, composed of the l first and last elements
of the attack sequences of the underlying RAP s (which are similar in the
underlying sequences, according to the l-similarity definition). The value of
“variable” words is meaningless.

– li indicates the level of similarity between the underlying RAP s.
– A∗

i contains the attack types of the underlying patterns (which are identical
according to the definition of RAP l-similarity).
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– The set of attack sites As∗i corresponds to the list of sites (e.g. “query”)
where the underlying RAP s occur.

– The synthetic execution context SCxi is built according to the execution
contexts of the valid underlying RAP s (see section 2.8).

– We also set a list K∗
i of significant keywords (i.e. keywords which can be

found within all the underlying RAP s).
– fi is the frequency of Ri, i.e. the number of underlying RAP s.

For instance, the RAP generated by our sample might group with twenty other
patterns, with a level of similarity l=2, to form the following rule:

– S={“mtn” ; “)(—(” ; “rfjf” ; “=*)”} (“Ahk” is a variable)
– l=2
– A∗={“LdapInjection”}
– As={“headers” ; “query” ; “uri”}
– SCx={“Windows” ; “Unconcerned” ; “True” ; “Unconcerned” ; “False”}
– K∗={“mtn”}
– f=20

2.8 Synthetic Execution Context

A Synthetic execution context SCx generalizes the execution contexts of the un-
derlying in-context RAP s of a given rule, in order to determine which elements of
this context are relevant w.r.t. the underlying attack. Let SCx a synthetic con-
text representing n contexts {Cx1, Cx2 . . . Cxn}; let SCxj being the jth element
of SCx and Cxij being the jth element of Cxi, Cxij ∈ {V1, V2, Vunknown}.

SCxj =

V1 if ∀i ∈ {1..n}Cxij ∈ {V1, Vunknown}
V2 if ∀i ∈ {1..n}Cxij ∈ {V2, Vunknown}
Vunconcerned otherwise

For instance, if on some contexts, OS is set to “Windows”, and on some others
it is set to “Unix”, then OS is set to “unconcerned” in the synthetic context. If
OS is either “Unix” or “Unknown”, but is never “Windows”, then OS is set to
“Unix” in the synthetic context. We can notice that this synthetic context can
only be considered as meaningful if n > 1 (or even n >> 1).

3 Learning and classification algorithms

3.1 Building rules

As a pre-treatment, raw attack patterns are extracted from the learning dataset
as exposed in section 2.5. Rules are then produced as follows: we start with the
lowest value of l, and group all l-similar patterns into candidate rules. We then
check whether these rules are also present in valid requests: a candidate rule
must be more frequent in attacks than in valid requests; if not, it is rejected;
otherwise, the candidate rule is kept and its underlying RAP s are removed from
the list of patterns. We stop when no more rule can be produced.
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Function Learn(in: src, out: rules)
// src = the list of raw attack patterns
// rules = the list of rules generated
Begin
rules <- empty
l=1;
Repeat
l <- l+1 (1)
// Generate candidate rules for level l
candidate_rules <-empty
Foreach raw pattern ra in src
If (a rule ru in candidate_rule is l_similar to ra) Then

increment the frequency of the coresponding rule ru
Else
generate a new rule ru’ according to ra
(set its frequency to 1)

candidate_rules <- candidate_rules U ru’
Endif

Endforeach
// Check if candidate rules are relevant
Foreach rule ru in candidate_rules
If (ru is more frequent in attacks (2)

than in valid requests) Then
rules <- rules U ru
Foreach raw pattern ra represented by ru
src <- src \ ra

Endforeach
Endif

Endforeach
Until (MaxLength (src) < l*2) or (src is empty) (3)

End.

We can see that this algorithm starts with l=2 (1). Using l=1 would produce
rules that do not discriminate enough (tests confirm poor scores for l=1).
MaxLength (3) indicates the length (in term of elements) of the longest raw
pattern remaining in src. This value is used to stop the main loop, when l becomes
so big that taking the l first and last elements of any remaining pattern amounts
to consider this whole pattern. If such patterns did not produce a rule until
there, neither will they in further loops.

3.2 Request classification

For each candidate request, we check if it matches one or more rules, among
which we choose the right one according to a score function.

Function Classify(in: req, in: rules, out: res)
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// req : the request to check
// rules : the attack rules to look for
// res : the classification result(s)
Begin
cand_rules <- empty
Foreach field of req
Foreach rule ru in rules
If field matches ru Then (1)
cand_rules <- cand_rules U ru

Endif
Endforeach

Endforeach
If cand_rules is empty Then // req is classified as valid
response <- ’<req.id,1,1>’
res <- res U response

Else // attack detected
bestrule <- Best(cand_rules) (2)
incontext <- InCtx(req,bestrule) (3)
interval <- Inter(req,bestrule) (4)
Foreach attacktype in bestrule (5)
response <- ’<req.id,attacktype,incontext,interval>’
res <- res U response

Endforeach
Endif

End.

As a pre-treatment of (1), each field of req (uri, headers, etc.) is decomposed
in a candidate sequence according to our language model, and attacks are search
in each field iteratively. An attack is found (rule matching) if a sub-sequence of
the candidate sequence is l-similar to the attack sequence of the rule. Best (2)
determines the best rule amongst candidate ones (currently: the one having the
highest frequency). InCtx (3) determines whether the attack is in context or
not (see 2.8). Inter (4) appears at this point of the descriptive algorithm, but is
in fact implemented during the checking phase (1). Finally if a rule corresponds
to several types of attack, a response is generated for each type (5).

Technically speaking, rule matching (1) is not executed in a completely iter-
ative way: rules are ordered according to their (decreasing) frequency. For each
field of the candidate request, the search stops at the first matching rule (i.e.
the one with the best score for this field). The number of candidate rules is thus
bounded by the number of fields. If a rule contains significant keywords (see 2.7),
we first search for them (in fact only the first one): the rule is considered not
applicable if this word is not present in the field checked.

With N candidate requests, this algorithm’s complexity is O(N * number of
fields (or field’s attributes) * number of rules). Meanwhile, we must notice that i)
we choose to focus mainly on the language and rule models; ii) this upper bound
is rarely achieved; iii) we propose several ways to drop it down in section 5.
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4 Results

4.1 Reminder of the score functions

Two types of scores are used. The first type, which we call classic, is based on
the standard precision and recall measures:

precision =
number of relevant attacks detected

number of attacks detected

recall =
number of relevant attacks detected

number of relevant attacks

Fmeasure =
2× precision× recall

precision + recall

The second type, called fuzzy, is of the same shape, except that an attack is
considered relevant if the interval is determined ± 3 characters.
We consider a detected attack to be relevant if it is detected of the good type. In
this section we will distinguish between in-context and out-of-context attacks.

4.2 Influence of τ

This test has been conducted over a sample of the learning dataset (50 %), from
which we randomly generated five distributions of 70 % learn dataset / 30 %
test dataset. The results correspond to an average value of the five runs. We ran
tests with 0.1% ≤ τ ≤ 10%.

Fig. 1 corresponds to the classic scores (precision, recall, and Fmeasure) for
in-context attacks. Scores are raising with τ until a peak (Fmeasure ≈ 0.96,
precision ≈ 98%, recall ≈ 93%) for τ ≈ 0.6%. Fmeasure then decreases for
1% ≤ τ ≤ 2%, is then stable until τ = 6%, and finally decreases until 0.84. It
thus remain quite stable for higher values of τ (further tests show a little gap for
τ ≈ 35%, where Fmeasure reaches 0.80). Precision is always better than recall
for in-context attacks. This is mainly due to our approach, which, just like other
signature detection methods, favours formerly well identified attack patterns.

We can see that low values of τ have a greater influence on recall than on
precision. This and the global shape of the score can be explained by the influ-
ence of τ on the number of rules produced (see fig. 2), which decreases rapidly
until τ ≈ 0.6%. This is due to the fact that the number of keywords decreases as
τ growths. With small values of τ , many variables are considered as keywords,
and many rules are produced that only differ on false keywords, This results in
some overfitting from which recall suffers, while precision is not affected. On the
contrary, with high values of τ , many keywords are considered like variables,
more attack sequences are thus considered as l-similar, and the number of rules
decreases. As rules become more general, their ability to discriminate dimin-
ishes, and both precision and recall decrease, precision being the most affected:
the number of attacks detected increases slightly while the number of relevant
attacks detected decreases. This last point is due to the fact that an attack is
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Fig. 1. Fmeasure score for in-context at-
tacks

Fig. 2. Number of rules produced

considered relevant if it is detected of the good type: with less accurate rules,
the classification algorithm is more likely to find several types of attack for a
given request and to choose the wrong one.
The inflection point of the number of rules corresponds to the highest scores
observed in the previous figure. Each learning subset contains about 5300 attack
requests. With τ = 0.6%, the learning phase produces 277 rules (average value),
which means that a rule represents, on the average, 19 attack requests. This
reduction factor is still limited, and several ways to raise it will be proposed in
section 5. We can notice that further tests have shown that the number of rules
becomes stable (212 on average) for τ ≥ 35%.

Concerning fuzzy scores for in-context attacks, fig. 3 shows that curves have
the same shape as classic scores, except that high values of τ have a higher
influence on the score (dropping down from 0.81 with τ = 0.6% to 0.62 for
τ = 10%: the lack of accuracy of rules strongly affects the determination of exact
boundaries. We must notice that our fuzzy scores are slightly over-evaluated: our
evaluation algorithm does only control the first attack interval of each request,
while some of them (ab. 5%) do contain two attack intervalls.

Fig. 4 presents the time elapsed during classification (implemented in Java),
depending on τ . Once again, as the complexity of the current classification al-
gorithm is related to the number of rules, we can see an inflection for τ ≈ 0.6%.
With greater values of τ , this time remains stable around 18 seconds.

Fig. 5 and 6 respectively correspond to the classic and fuzzy scores for out-
of-context attacks. The global shape of these curves is similar to the ones for
in-context attacks, presenting a peak for τ ≈ 0.6%. We can anyway notice that
this peak is much lower than for in-context attacks. We can also notice that
recall is higher than precision. We think that this mainly comes from the way
the “in-context” property is determined. For rules that represent a small number
of attacks, the synthetic context might be unreliable, and some out-of-context
attacks may be classified as in-context ones. As a consequence the number of
attacks detected (and by the way of relevant attacks detected) is affected. This
explains both the lower scores and the fact that recall is higher than precision.
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy-Fmeasure score for in-
context attacks

Fig. 4. Time elapsed (test phase)

Fig. 5. Fmeasure score for out-of-context
attacks

Fig. 6. Fuzzy-Fmeasure score for out-of-
context attacks

4.3 Cross validation

We finally ran a 90/10 cross validation on the whole learning dataset. As we
could expect, results (see table 1) are similar to the ones observed with the
70/30 runs. Learning with 90 % of the test dataset, we obtain an average of
309 rules for 13400 attacks, having thus a reduction factor of 43, which is much
better than in section 4.1. This confirms that the rules produced are relevant
and representative for a large enough learning dataset.

5 Summary

We have proposed a signature detection method which indicates the bound-
aries of the attack interval within an HTTP request. Our method is based on
a language model using three kinds of elements : keywords, variable names and
symbolic words. We induce rules that describe short sequences of elements con-
stituting the beginning and ends of a given attack pattern. The java implemen-
tation of this approach achieves satisfying performance on the learning dataset.
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precision recall Fmeasure

Classic, in-context attacks 98,8% 97,0% 0.979

Fuzzy, in-context attacks 83,4% 81,9% 0.826

Classic, out-of-context attacks 94,2% 96,0% 0.951

Fuzzy, out-of-context attacks 72,5% 74,0% 0.732

Table 1. Cross validation (90/10) with τ = 0.6%

Several ways could be explored to raise scores and to speed up execution.
First, we could drop down time complexity: instead of checking rules iteratively,
we could index rules according to their symbolic words and keywords, and then
slide along the request only once, checking whether each incoming word belongs
to this index. We could even adapt the Aho-Corasick algorithm [9].
Second, several kinds of attacks (e.g. path traversal) contain repetitive sub pat-
terns (e.g. “../../..”), the length of which is varying among attacks. We could
detect such repetitions and adapt the syntax of refined symbolic words in order
to handle them properly. While less rules would be produced, their accuracy
would also raise and more attacks would be detected.
Last, some meta-level (from the point of view of our language model) attacks are
not handled properly, such as multiple unicode encoding [10]. We could specifi-
cally search (but may be aside from our main approach) for such anomalies.
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Abstract. In this paper we present and discuss the approach under-
taken by the DB-NET research group for addressing the ECML/PKDD
Discovery Challenge 2. The challenge was concerned with the analysis
of web traffic data with the aim of constructing predictive models that
can identify possible future attacks. The training data provided for the
challenge consisted of a collection of pre-classified traffic data into 8 cat-
egories; one containing the valid (non-malicious communications), while
the other 7 contained several types of web attacks. The attack-types
were: Cross-Site Scripting, SQL Injection, LDAP Injection, XPATH In-
jection, Path traversal, Command execution and SSI. A challenge that
we faced stemmed from the fact that the training data were provided in
a preliminary HTTP protocol format, containing string representations
of the HTTP packet fields (such as method, protocol, and uri). This in-
formation could not be directly incorporated in standard data mining
algorithms, and significant preprocessing should be performed. In order
to address this challenge we have identified several string patterns that
could signify a malicious communication, and transformed the unstruc-
tured information to feature-vector format. This transformation allowed
us to employ C4, a decision tree algorithm that exhibited an estimated
accuracy of 77%.

1 Introduction

The ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 2, was concerned with the identifica-
tion of 7 types of common attacks in Web Traffic Data. The motivation for
conducting data mining research in the specific application area, stems from the
increasing importance of web-security. This is illustrated in the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology report (http://www.nist.gov/), that estimates
that American companies in 2004 suffered losses of up to 59.6 million dollars as a
result of IT attacks. In the context of the data mining challenge, a dataset from
HTTP query logs was provided that consisted of 50000 pre-classifier instances in
7 attack-categories and a valid (normal communication) category. Challenge 2
was composed by two tasks. The first required that a predictive model was con-
structed with the purpose of identifying future attacks. The second task required
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the isolation of the attack pattern, i.e. the identification of the exact string-area,
in the HTTP protocol data, that conveys the attack. Due to time limitations we
have addressed solely the first task.

The major challenge that we have faced, stemmed from the fact that the
Traffic data were provided in raw HTTP protocol format. More precisely, the
training data consisted of several fields of the HTTP packet, namely: method,
protocol,uri, query, headers and body. Thus, a significant amount of prepossessing
was required, prior to applying data mining algorithms for solving this task. In
order to transform the data into feature-vector format, we have identified sev-
eral useful string patterns that could signify that a communication is malicious.
These features were derived using several web resources such as the Snort rules
www.snort.org. The derived features are analytically described in section 2. It
has to be noted that the related work on Data Mining for Attack Identification
(such as [1–4]), was not directly relevant, as it does not focus on the construction
of the feature-vectors representations.

Having transformed the data in feature-vector format, we have employed C4,
a decision tree algorithm. In our experiments we have used the implementation
of the C4 algorithm provided by WEKA knowledge Explorer [5]. The cross-
validated estimate of accuracy was 77%, which can be deemed as satisfactory
in the context of an 8-class problem. In the context of the discovery challenge
workshop we expect to get the chance to interact with domain experts that will
be able to evaluate the derived decision tree rules beyond their predictive ability.
We have also experimented with incorporating the data into the classifier in a
more preliminary format (without much pre-processing). This was attempted
using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6] with the String Kernels proposed
in [7] (again using the implementation provided by WEKA [5]). The String
Kernel computed directly the similarities (kernels) between the string fields of the
HTTP packet, thus allowing for their direct incorporation in an SVM classifier.
Unfortunately, albeit our efforts, we were not successful in tuning the String
Kernel and the String representations appropriately, and the performance of the
string-based classifier was significantly lower as compared to the decision tree
accuracy estimates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an analytic
description of the Feature Extraction process. Section 3 describes the learning
algorithms used and presents the experimental results. Section 4 discusses the
results and contains the concluding remarks.

2 Feature Extraction

In order to provide a better illustration of the training data format, we present
the instance with id=35023. This instance presents an example of an SQL In-
jection and Command Execution type of attack. The attack is contained in the
Accept-Language component of the headers field. A closer inspection of the field
reveals that the attacker attempts to make a bulk insert of file pwdump.exe. The
training data provides us also with information as to whether the attack is in
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context or not. In the specific example the attack is out of context as the Server
is not running an SQL Database Server.

<sample id="35023">
<reqContext>
<os>WINDOWS</os>
<webserver>UNKNOWN</webserver>
<runningLdap>TRUE</runningLdap>
<runningSqlDb>FALSE</runningSqlDb>
<runningXpath>TRUE</runningXpath>

</reqContext>
<class>
<type>SqlInjection</type>
<type>OsCommanding</type>
<inContext>FALSE</inContext>
<attackIntervall>headers:Accept-Language:1-86</attackIntervall>

</class>
<request>
<method>GET</method>
<protocol>HTTP/1.0</protocol>
<uri><![CDATA[/cShcktp/WGRj_l3T4VCIAM/t3Ww_4V69aXiVXc6jx/
iAdgqUz6mMT.gif]]></uri>
<query><![CDATA[6D1c=%5BiOt%2FqSl&loh=5nkf&rooYbher9mNpne8
=764148341&lL72ps=voteto%2FEtl9&12ztsEa2a=9015055&apscallceAbnI=
dHo4z&8otb5Ni=aL1]]></query>
<headers><![CDATA[Host: www.1Bcrehl.de

Connection: keep-alive
Accept: image/gif;q=0.7, video/mpeg;q=0.2, video/mpeg
Accept-Language: bulk+++insert++aearfip+++from+%27pwdump.exe%27++++with
++++%28codepage%3D%27RAW%27++%29
Client-ip: 125.169.143.8
Date: Fri, 23 Apr 10 18:12:08 UTC
If-Unmodified-Since: Tue, 14 Oct 08 19:12:53 CET
Authorization: Digest opaque="beyen"
Range: 8612-,-16,911862-7625
Referer: http://www.5A0ba.biz/ice7ne7/uo2rlh.zip
TE: trailers,deflate
Trailer: Upgrade
User-Agent: Mozilla/6.9 (Machintosh; U; PPC 6.1; or-Ob; rv:3.6.1)
Gecko/27251021
Via: FTP/9.5 165.159.141.135:514, 6.2 219.57.195.36, FTP/0.7
170.223.228.212:4305
Transfer-Encoding: gzip
]]></headers>

</request>
</sample>
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For each attack type contained in the training data, we have identified certain
string patterns that could signify an attack. These string patters were used in
order to create a feature-vector representation of the raw HTTP packet data,
where the value of each feature was set to TRUE if the string pattern was
contained in the HTTP packet fields and FALSE otherwise. In the subsequent
sections, we make a high level presentation (due to their large number) of the
features used for each type of attack. All the details as well as the source code
can be provided through personal communication.

2.1 SQL Injection

– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”or” followed by ”=”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”exe” or ”vbs”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”shell”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”bulk insert”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for odd number of ”’”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”’–”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”password” or ”pswd” or ”account”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”insert”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”; junk –” or ”;–”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”update”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”sp ”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”xp ”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”x=x–
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”select” followed by ”from” and optionally

”where””

2.2 LDAP Injection

– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”user=anything ) or ( or | or & or %26”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”user=*”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”user=anything)(|(x=*)”, where x:

cn|uid|uidNumber|gidNumber|homeDirectory

2.3 XPATH Injection

– searches in HTTP packet fields for ” ’ OR y=y OR ”=’ ””
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ”A or B or C and D”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ” ” ”
– searches in HTTP packet fields for ” ’]|/*|/foo[bar=’ ”
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2.4 Command Execution

– searches for the ps command
– searches for existence of bin dirs
– searches for the ps command
– searches for the gcc command
– searches for user management commands
– searches for shell commands
– searches for dir commands
– searches for network commands
– searches for Windows specific commands

2.5 Path traversal, Cross-Site Scripting and SSI Attacks

– searches for PathTraversal commands and tags
– searches for SSI commands and tags
– searches for XSS commands and tags

3 Experiments

Having transformed the original training data in feature vector format we can
move on and employ standard data mining algorithms to address the challenge.
In our submitted model we have employed a C4 decision tree algorithm. More-
over, in order to maximize the predictive performance, we have selected a sub-
set of the original features using the Information Gain criterion. The feature
selection process was performed through greedy search, with the aim of maxi-
mizing the cross-validated predictive performance. This feature selection process
resulted in the selection of 216 features from the set of original features. The ex-
pected accuracy of the submitted Decision Tree Classifier was estimated through
10-fold cross-validation to be 77%. Apart from the predictive power of our deci-
sion tree, it would be interesting to present the results to domain experts that
will be able to evaluate the quality of the induced set of rules.

We have also attempted to use the training data without much preprocess-
ing. In order to accomplish that, we have employed a Support Vector Machine
classifier [6] and more precisely the Sequential Minimal Optimization SMO [8],
along with the String Kernel proposed in [7]. The string kernel would handle
directly the string representations of the HTTP fields without significant pre-
processing. The success of this approach relied crucially on whether the String
Kernel would be able to capture the “semantic distances” between the respec-
tive instances, i.e. the String Kernel should deduce that instances belonging
to the same class are similar, while instances belonging to different classes are
dissimilar. Unfortunately, albeit our efforts, we were not able to configure the
String Kernel parameters (and preprocess the string representation appropri-
ately) such that the String Kernel computes the “semantic distances” correctly.
This resulted in very low accuracy estimates for the string-based approach, that
were significantly lower as compared to the decision tree accuracy estimates.
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4 Discussion - Conclusions

In conclusion, Discovery Challenge 2 presented us with the opportunity of ap-
plying data mining methodologies to address the task of identifying malicious
Web Traffic. The related literature on Data Mining for Attack Identification fo-
cuses on the Data Mining component and mostly ignores the feature extraction
part. It is evident that data mining researchers should focus more on the prob-
lem of feature extraction as this is essential for building successful models. The
discovery challenge workshop will provide us with an excellent opportunity to
interact with domain experts, assess the data mining results, and possibly open
new directions for the applications of data mining in the Web Traffic analysis
domain.
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Water transport in Sumer in the kingdom of the
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1 Introduction

The challenge is related to a database of ca. 28'000 administrative documents
from the kingdom of the III Dynasty of Ur, which existed in the 21st century
b.C. in Mesopotamia, present day southern Iraq. The documents will be made
available to anybody interested in the text format. An example is located at the
end of this document.

The documents were originally written in Sumerian on clay tablets, using
cuneiform script. The database contains transliterations of these texts, where
each cuneiform sign from the tablets is transliterated into an ASCII syllable.
The transliteration is more or less phonetical, but it is immaterial for the chal-
lenge. In general, each of the cuneiform signs could be read in several ways, and
therefore is nowadays transliterated in several ways. Conversely, each phonetical
syllable could be in principle written using more than one sign � this is why
there are e.g. transliterations lu, lu2, lu3, etc. Conventionally, lu can be un-
derstood as lu1. This numbering has no semantical meaning, however, almost
all Sumerian words have a default way of writing, and consequently, e.g., lu and
lu2 mean something di�erent. Syllables written in capital letters are names of
signs, used when the translator decided not to sugest any translation. Hyphens
are used to compose words form syllables in transliterations, despite the fact
that boundaries of words are not indicated on the original tablets. Some of the
words have a post- or pre-determinative, a syllable written in transliteration in
{} brackets. The determinatives indicate the semantical category of the word.
E.g., predeterminative dingir, traditionally written as {d}, indicates a deity
name, while postdeterminative {ki} indicates a town name and {gesz} is a
predeterminatve for wooden objects.

On a typical tablet, the text can be written on both sides of the tablet,
each of which can have several columns, and each column is divided into lines,
separated by horizontal marks drawn on the tablets. Sometimes the line was
too long and the last few signs were drawn below the rest of this line, but still
above the separator. This is marked by / in the transliteation and has generally
no semantical meaning. Empty lines are also met on tablets and often do have
semantical meaning � e.g., they can separate the �grand total� from individual
items in a list of transferred goods.

The principal source for Sumerian and its transliteration are The Pennsyl-
vania Sumerian Dictionary http://psd.museum.upenn.edu/epsd/index.html
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and the Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative http://cdli.ucla.edu, and ref-
erences therein.

Dates, if present on the tablets, are typically located at their end and consist
in the fullest form of three parts: u4 n-kam, meaning the n-th day, iti MN,
where MN is a month name (month names and their order in the year can di�er
depending on the province of the kingdom), and mu YN, where YN is a year name,
referring to an important event which happend in that year (year names were uni-
form in the whole kingdom). The calendars, consisting of month names and year
names, can be found on the Web site http://cdli.ucla.edu/downloads.html.
Year names are not unique, i.e., in the period of III Dynasty of Ur there were
several pairs of years whose names were identical.

Sometimes the tablets bear a seal impression � see example below.
The number system is rather complicated. Its description is a part of the

special ATF �le format documentation, see
http://enlil.museum.upenn.edu/cdl/doc/ATF/).

2 Di�culties

Texts on the tablets are sometimes damaged, which is indicated by `[' and `]'
signs. `[' means �the following sign is destroyed on its left edge�, while `]' means
�the following sign is destroyed on its right edge�. Consequently, e.g., [lu2]
means a sign read as lu2, which is destroyed on both its edges. [x] means �an
unreadable sign, destroyed on both edges� and [...] means �several destroyed
signs�. Many other destruction indications are met, typically written in the native
tongue of the translator.

It can not be assumed that the corpus is a classical statistical sample of the
corpus of all texts ever written in the kingdom of the III Dynasty of Ur. There
are several reasons for it, mainly that some of the ancient towns were excavated
into a great detail, yielding high numbers of tablets, while some other ones were
subject to only preliminary investigation. Besides that, a large fraction of tablets
comes from illegal excavations, and their origin is unknown. Furthermore, only
about a half of the tablets in museum collections are translated, and the choices
which ones to translate depended on many factors, including private research
interests of the translators.

3 Water transport

Water transport was quite developed in the times of the III Dynasty od Ur.
Barges and boats were transporting goods and people along rivers and arti-
�cially built canals. Quite large number of documents records those activities.
The documents referring to water transport can be often identi�ed by occurences
of words ma2, {gesz}ma2 meaning ship or boat, ma2-gur8, {gesz}ma2-gur8

meaning a barge, id2, id3, id6, id7, id5 meaning a river or a canal.
To the best of our knowledge, there were no signi�cant attmept to describe

the system of water transport in Sumer.
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4 The Challenge

We expect the participants to provide answers to some of the following items.

� Identifying and dating documents related to water transport.
� Identifying the main elements of the waterway system and their intercon-

nections.
� Estimating the quantities of cargo transported over the main routes, and

their evolution over time, in the spirit of the table
http://www.allcountries.org/uscensus/1087_freight_carried

_on_major_u_s.html

The solutions will be evaluated on the basis of

� Applying well-chosen methods of data mining.
� Providing signi�cant and statistically valid data about the water transporta-

tion system.

Authors of the best papers might be subsequently asked to co-author histor-
ical publications based on the data they have mined.

5 Example

Below we present a single text taken out of the data. The �le with data is a text
�le composed of a sequence of documents.

&P100026 = AAS 038

@tablet

@obverse

1. 3(disz) gurusz u4 5(disz)-sze3

#lem: n; jurusz[male]; ud[sun]; n

2. ma2 udu niga nibru{ki}-sze3 gid2-da

#lem: ma[ship]; udu[sheep]; niga[fattened]; GN; gid[long]

3. giri3 ensi2-ka

#lem: jiri[foot]; ensik[ruler]

4. iti nesag2

#lem: itud[moon]; nesaj[offering]

@reverse

$ (seal)

@date

1. mu us2-sa ur-bi2-lum{ki} ba-hul

#lem: mu[year]; us[follow]; GN; hulu[bad]
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@seal

$ (no data)

@column 1

1. {d}szul-gi

#lem: RN

2. nita kal-ga

#lem: nita[male]; kalag[strong]

3. lugal uri5{ki}-ma

#lem: lugal[king]; GN

4. lugal an ub-da limmu2-ba

#lem: lugal[king]; an[sky]; anubda[quarter]; limmu[four]

@column 2

1. ur#-[{d}li9-si4]

#lem: PN

2. ensi2#

#lem: ensik[ruler]

3. umma{ki}#

#lem: GN

4. ARAD2-zu#

#lem: PN

& P100026 is the ID of the text. AAS 038 is the identi�cation of the �rst
publication, irrelevant for the challenge.

One can see the mentioned text destruction signs [ and ]. $seal indicates
position of a seal impression, and the text from the seal is given below the @seal
marker.

Lines starting with # give the lemmatization, identifying the root of each
word in the preceding line of Sumerian text, and then in the [] brackets its En-
glish translation. Shorthands' meanings are as follows: DN - deity name, GN -
geographical name, PN - personal name, n - numeral. However, the lemmatiza-
tion has been created automatically and contains some errors, as line 4 of the
second column of seal text demonstrates: ARAD2-zu means �servant�, but has
been recognized as a personal name.

Syllables after numerals in the Sumerian text identify the sign used to write
down that very numeral.

The full manual of the ATF format, used to encode the texts, is available
from http://enlil.museum.upenn.edu/cdl/doc/ATF/

The translation is as follows:
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1) 3 workers for 5 days

2) towing a boat with fattened sheep to Nippur

3) responsible ensi (=governor)

4) month nesag

-

(seal)

5) year after the year: Urbilum was destroyed

(=46th year of reign of Shulgi)

(i)

1) Shulgi (deified, as dingir indicates)

2) strong man

3) king of Ur

4) king of the four quarters

(ii)

1) Ur-Lisi

2) ensi (=governor)

3) (of) Umma

4) his servant

Given this tablet, we can argue as follows: month name nesag2 was used
only in Umma, and the text was sealed by the governor of Umma (or another
o�cial acting on his behalf and using his seal), so without any doubt the ship,
referred to by ma2, transported fattened sheep from Umma to Nippur in the
fourth month of the 46th year of Shulgi. We cannot deduce anything about the
number of transported sheep, unless we �nd another document from that month
and year recording a supply of fattened sheep from the governor of Umma for
Nippur. Note however, that such a receipt would be likely written by a Nippur
scribe and bear the Nippur name szu-numun of the fourth month. This creates
a di�culty which must be overcome, because szu-numun is also the name of the
sixth month in Umma.

The travel took 5 days (we do not know whether one-way or with return),
but the former seems more likely, given the distance form Umma to Nippur and
the fact the ship sailed upstream.

6 Contact with authors

The authors will maintain a public forum on the Discovery Challenge website
http://www.ecmlpkdd2007.org/challenge, where all questions related to the
challenge can be posted. We will try to answer them as soon as possible. We
have chosen this broadcast mode of contact with the participants to ensure that
everybody gets precisely the same amount of information from us. Therefore we
will not answer to questions sent by e-mail.
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Using Semi-supervised Learning for Mining
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Kingdom of the III Dynasty of Ur

Dimitrios Mavroeidis1, Dimitris Diamantis1 and Michalis Vazirgiannis1,2

1 Department of Informatics, Athens University of Economics and Business, Greece
2 GEMO Team, INRIA/FUTURS, France

Abstract. In this paper we present and discuss the approach under-
taken by the DB-NET research group for addressing the ECML/PKDD
Discovery Challenge 3. The challenge was concerned with the analysis
of a collection of administrative documents from the kingdom of the III
Dynasty of Ur, which existed in the 21st century b.C. in Mesopotamia,
located in present day southern Iraq. The water transport system of the
era was very developed, undertaking a substantial part in the economic
growth and development of the region. The task required that data min-
ing techniques were applied on a collection of administrative documents,
with the purpose of identifying and the dating the documents related to
the water transport system. In the proposed solution, we have formulated
the identification problem of the water transport-related documents as a
semi-supervised clustering task. Our methodological approach was mo-
tivated by the fact that we could easily identify several documents that
belonged in the water transport cluster, using simple keyword match-
ing rules. These documents were consequently used as prior knowledge
in the context of a 2-way semi-supervised clustering algorithm, where
one cluster was defined as containing the water transport-related docu-
ments, while the other contained the rest of the documents. Concerning
the document dating process, we have observed that the exact dating
(defined through kingdom eras) could be extracted from the majority of
the documents in the collection. This allowed us to train a Support Vec-
tor Machine and derive a document dating model that was consequently
employed for dating the rest of the documents. In order to identify the
main elements of the waterway transport system we have analyzed sta-
tistically the variables of the instances belonging in the waterway cluster
and its centroid. Moreover, we have used Information Gain in order to
identify the variables that can can be used for separating the two clusters.

1 Introduction

The ECML/PKDD 2007 Discovery Challenge 3 was concerned with the analysis
of a set of administrative documents that belonged to the kingdom of the III
Dynasty of Ur. The original data were written in Sumerian, on clay tablets in
cuneiform script. The data for the challenge were provided in ASCII format,
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where each ASCII syllable corresponded to a cuneiform sign (through translit-
eration). Moreover, for several transliterations the English translation (lemma-
tization) was provided. The main task of the challenge was to identify the docu-
ments that were related to the water transport system. In its basic formulation
the task is related to unsupervised learning, as no class labels are initially pro-
vided. However a closer inspection of the documents can reveal that using some
basic keywords matching rules (i.e. documents containing the words ship, boat,
barge, haul and river) several documents that are related to the water transport
system can be identified. This class-label information allowed us to employ semi-
supervised learning techniques for addressing the challenge. As opposed to the
identification of the water transport documents, the document dating task could
be easily formulated as a supervised learning problem, as most of the document
contained exact dating information.

Semi supervised learning [1] presents a recent development in machine learn-
ing and data mining research. In semi-supervised clustering the algorithms are
provided with limited information concerning the grouping of the data, usually
in the form of must and cannot-link constraints. The constraints are typically
incorporated into the clustering objective function, which is subsequently opti-
mized using EM-type algorithms. Discovery Challenge 3, presents an excellent
opportunity for evaluating these algorithms empirically in real world problems.

In our approach for addressing the water transport identification problem, we
have employed the semi-supervised k-means algorithm proposed in [2]. The algo-
rithm’s input-constraints were defined by using several simple keyword matching
rules. More precisely, we considered that the documents containing the words:
ship, boat, barge, haul and river were related to the water transport system. Sub-
sequently, we have derived a set of must-link constraints between all the pairs of
the water transport related documents. The number of cluster was set to k = 2,
and the resulting water transport cluster was labeled as the one containing the
majority of the must-link documents. In order to identify the main elements of
the waterway transport system, we have statistically analyzed the derived clus-
ters. Moreover, using the Information Gain, we have identified the variables that
can be used to separate the two clusters. Concerning the document dating task,
we have employed traditional supervised learning techniques and more precisely
the Support Vector Machine [3] implementation provided by WEKA [4]. The
utilization of supervised learning was possible, as the dating information in the
form of kingdom era, was contained in the majority of the documents in the
document collection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short de-
scription of the Discovery Challenge. Section 3 describes the learning algorithms
used and presents the experimental results. Section 4 discusses the results and
contains the concluding remarks.
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2 Discovery Challenge Description

2.1 Task Description

The ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 3 was concerned with the analysis of a
historical document collection (dated in the 21st century B.C.) retrieved form
the area of Messopotamia. The document collection corresponded to Sumerian
cuniforms signs that were transliterated for the challenge to ASCII syllables.
Moreover, in many cases English translations (lemmatizations) were provided.
The discovery challenge 3 consisted of the following tasks:

1. Identification of documents that are related to the water transport system.
2. Dating of the documents that are related to the water transport system.
3. Identification of the main elements of the waterway system and their inter-

connections.
4. Estimation of transported cargo over the main routes and its evolution in

time.

In our submitted solution we have addressed the first three tasks of the challenge.
Concerning the fourth task, we report the difficulties that prevented us from
addressing this task.

It has to be noted that we have addressed this challenge from the data-
mining perspective, without interacting with domain experts. In the data mining
process, domain experts are essential (as highlighted in the CRISP-DM process
www.crisp-dm.org), for formulating the appropriate data mining problems (busi-
ness understanding) and for assessing the quality and usefulness of the derived
data mining models. A domain expert could enhance and improve our approach
in the following manners:

1. Build better representations for the documents.
2. Define distance measures that capture the semantic relatedness between the

documents.
3. Evaluate the appropriateness of the semi-supervised clustering results.
4. Provide the necessary feedback for tuning the algorithms’ parameters (i.e.

the number of clusters).

3 Experiments

3.1 Document Representation

The data representation scheme was based on the Vector Space Model (VSM)
[5]. The VSM is a standard approach used for representing text, which allows
for the direct employment of standard supervised and semi-supervised learning
approaches. In our vector representations, we have considered the index of all
the transliterations, and represented the documents as a boolean vector based
on the words (transliterations) they contained. The resulting index contained
totally ca. 51000 features.
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3.2 Water Transport

In its basic formulation the identification of the water transport documents can
be addressed by unsupervised learning algorithms. Data Mining experts along
with domain experts can employ clustering algorithms, and based on the charac-
teristics of the resulting clusters, identify the cluster that is related to the water
transport system. However, we have observed that there exists a number of doc-
uments that can be easily identified as related to the water transport system.
These documents contained the words: ship, boat, barge, haul, river. This observa-
tion allowed us to guide the clustering process, through utilizing semi-supervised
approaches.

In the submitted solution, we have employed a recent development in semi-
supervised k-means clustering [2], and its implementation provided in
(http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/risc/code/). In the experiments we have set
k = 2, where one cluster was considered as related to the water transport system,
while the other contained the rest of the documents. In the submitted results,
the cluster that contained the majority of the initially identified water-transport
documents was labeled as the water transport cluster. It should be noted that
the configuration of the k parameter could be suboptimal, however due to the
absence of domain experts that could evaluate the characteristics and the mean-
ingfulness of the results, we report the cluster analysis (section 3.4) based solely
on k = 2.

3.3 Dating of Documents

In order to address the document dating problem, we have observed that we
could derive the dating of the majority of the documents, in the form of king-
dom era. This allowed us to use standard supervised learning approaching for
constructing dating models that were consequently be used for dating the rest
of the documents. In the results we have submitted for the challenge, we have
used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and more precisely the SMO [6]
implementation of WEKA [4]. with a Linear Kernel and complexity parameter
C = 1.

3.4 Analysis of Water Transport Cluster

In order to gain a better understanding of the characteristics of the water trans-
port related documents, as identified by the clustering process, we have analyzed
them statistically. Initially, we have used Information Gain, in order to identify
the top-10 variables that separate the two clusters. These variables are reported
in Table 1.
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Ranking Variables
1. EraOfText
2. mu
3. en
4. {d}nanna
5. unu6
6. {d}inanna
7. ba-hun
8. us2-sa
9. kar-zi-da
10. ba-hul

Table 1. Top-10 discriminative variables as derived by Information Gain

In table 1, it can be observed that the top discriminative variable is EraOf-
Text, that contains the kingdom era of each document. This observation allows
us to conclude that the majority of the water-transport related documents, as
derived by the clustering procedure, belong to certain kingdom eras. This in-
formation can prove to be valuable to archeologists, as it would allow them to
concentrate on a subset of the initial document collection, when trying to ana-
lyze the water transport system. The rest of the variables, reported in Table 1
are transliterations.

Moreover, we have analyzed the variable values of the instances belonging
to the water transport cluster. Our aim was to detect the variables whose mean
values are statistically significantly different in the water transport cluster as
compared to the whole collection of instances. In Table 2, we report the variables,
whose mean values are maximally different in this respect. It has to be noted
that the differences are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.

In Table 2, we report the lemmatization of the transliterations as well (en-
closed in brackets). Moreover the symbol PN stands for Personal Name, symbol
GN stands for Geographical Name, WN stands for Waterway Name, n represents
a number and u means unlemmatizable.

Furthermore, we have analyzed the values of the centroid of the waterway
cluster, in order to detect the characteristics of this cluster. In Table 3, we report
the Top-10 Variables (with the highest values) of the centroid of the waterway
cluster.
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Ranking Variables
1. ensi2-ka ensik[ruler]
2. nita nita[male]
3. sirara6-he2-gal2 PN
4. e2-kikken-ta ekinkin[mill]
5. hul-a hulu[narrow]‖hulu[ruination]
6. ak ak[do]
7. si-i3-tum situm[balance]
8. uri5ki-ma GN
9. kal-ga kalag[strong]
10. sag10 sag[rare]
11. limmu2-ba limmu[four]
12. zu-zu-ma-ISZ PN
13. pa4 pap[relation]
14. 6(gesz2) n
15. geme2-ri-im-i3-li2 PN
16. lu2-dx PN
17. sze n
18. 1(barig) n
19. ur-diszkur PN
20. KU u

Table 2. Top-20 variables with maximal mean differences

Ranking Variables Values
1. si-i3-tum situm[balance] 0.79
2. sze n 0.64
3. la2-ia3 la’u[arrears] 0.52
4. IL2 u 0.42
5. a2-bi u 0.36
6. ki u 0.36
7. 2(gesz2) n 0.36
8. a-ab-ba PN 0.32
9. szesz-kal-la u 0.32
10. 8(gesz2) u 0.26

Table 3. Top-10 variables values for water transport cluster centroid

3.5 Estimation of transported cargo over the main routes

In addressing the task of estimating the transported cargo over the main routes,
we have encountered the following problems that prevented us from submitting
a solution for this task:

1. To water transport related documents that contained river names (i.e. the
symbol WN that stands for Waterway Name) where very few as compared
to the total number of cluster elements.
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2. Concerning the documents that contained the word “total” (that implies
that a certain cargo was transported), we could not identify the route of the
transportation as these documents referred in many cases either to only one
city, or in more than two cities.

4 Discussion - Conclusions

In conclusion, Discovery Challenge 3 presented us with the opportunity of ap-
plying data mining methodologies and approaches to address the original task
of analyzing historical documents, dated in the 21st century B.C. The discovery
challenge workshop, provides an excellent opportunity to interact with domain
experts, assess the data mining results, and possibly open new directions for the
applications of data mining in the historical document analysis domain.
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